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suggestion to refer the Bill back to the
select committee was worthy of every
attention. He had no objection to 30
members or 27. He perfectly agreed
with the Premier that it was desirable
that the Legislative Council should
have half as many members as the
Legislative Assembly, approximately.
We had gone to 27, and to make things
more equitable he would support that
proposal in the absence of any other.
As to the city and suburban division,
it was absolutely absurd to say that
Balcatta, Canning, and Guildford were
to be linked with Perth, East Perth,
North Perth and West Perth. It
was not too big if we were to keep the
proper number of members. The State
might be divided into three provinces;
then the 27 members would come in-

THaE PREMIER: It was hardly neces-
sary to say he did not agree with the
criticism of the member for Cue, that we
bad four provinces each returning three
farming members. He (the Premier)
objected to the Northern Province being
taken as a farming province, as it con-
tained O-eraldtou, Cue, Mt. Magnet, and
Murchison. His contention was that the
Northern Province to-day was not a
farming province, that not one of the
present three members was a farmer. He
did not accept the basis on wbicb the
member for Cue built his argument.
There were 12 farm ing members provided
for under the first schedule. He wanted
to indorse the observations of the mem-
ber for Cue that the Bill contained valu-
able reforms which ought to he pla-ed on
the statute-book. He had his idea as to
what were the most valuable or essential
requirements, none of which bad been
interfered with; they remained, and
if the Bill passed, that in itself, 'whether
there were 25 or 30 members of the
Upper House, would represent the biggest
advance in constitutional reforim yet
made. He could accept the criticism of
the er-leaders of the Opposition, and he
was satisfied that when the work was done
the electors would be able to judge. The
suggestion thrown out by the leader of
the Opposition was worthy of con sidera-
lion; certainly it was not one that could
be disposed of now, as it would affect the
first schedule. He agreed 'with the mem-
ber for the Murchison that it would be
advisable to move to report Progress.

Progress reported, and leave given to
sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 9-50 o'clock,

until the next day.
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THaE SPEAKER took the Chair at

4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPER PRESENTED.

By the MIXNISTER FOR LANDS: Annual
Report of the Agricultural Department.

Ordered, to lie on the table.

QUESTION-FIRE INSURANCE ON
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

MR. STONE asked the Treasurer:
r, What was the sum paid by the Goy.
erment for fire insurance for the year
ended 30th June. 2, What was the sum
received from insurance companies for
damage by fire during the same term.
3, Whether the Government will consider
the advisability of making arrangements
for the different departments to insure
with the Government, and save the dif-
ference between what the Government
pay and what they receive.

Tim TREASURER replied: u,iX4,660
7s. 4d. 2, £2661 Is. 3, A scheme has
been formulated, and is ready for practical
operation, whereby the Government will
cover their own risks.
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QUESTION-RAILWAY DINING CARS,
EASTERN.

MR. BATH asked the Minister for
Railways:- When the dining cars will be
ready for use on the Eastern Railway.

Tw MINISTER FOR RLAILWAYS
replied: If the cars are delivered in
England in contract time, and shipment
is not delayed, some of them should be
rnnning by the end of January next.

QUESTION-33IRTHDAY HONOURS TO
CIVIL SERVANTS.

MR. WALLACE asked the Premier:
Whether he will give to the House this
session, the information promised by him
on 12th November, 1902, in reply to the
undermentioned questions put by the
hon. member for Boulder :-I, Whether
this or any previous Government or Gov-
eruments had made overtures to the
Oolonial Office bearing on the issue of
honours to West Australian civil servants
on the King's birthday last past. 2,
Whether the Premier would lay on the
table a. copy of such overtures, if any.
3, If the answer be "1No," whether he
would ask the Secretary of State for the
Colonies to kindly inform this Parlia-
ment on whose recommendation the
distinction to a. West Australian civil
servant had been conferred.

Tws PREMIER replied:- and 2,
Communications recommending honours
are confidential. In most cases, no copies
of these communications are kept. 3,
Such a request would be most unusual,
and would not I fear, be successful.

TRANS-AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY
ENA-BLING BILL.

SECOND RE.&DING (MOVED).
THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James):

In moving, the second reading of this
Bill, I find myself dealing with a subject
which is familiar to every member of the
House, and is almost equally as familiar
to every individual in this community.
I desire, as far as possible, to eliminate
from my remarks any reference to those
matters which are well known to all of
us in Western Australia; to bear in mind
that I am not addressing an audience
composed of men some of whom are in
favour of the line and some of whom
are against it, but an audience which
unanimously believes that the construc-

tion of this line is necessary in the
interests of this State, and is demanded
in compliance -with one of the essential
terms on which the Commonwealth is
based. Long before Federation became
an accomplished fact, the people of this
State realised that the ultimate develop-.
went of Western Australia would render
necessary the construction of a railway
connecting this with the other portions
of the Continent. It has always biee-n
apparent to us that such a, line offered the
only reliable and certain means of estab-
lishing communication between Western
and Eastern Australia; and although the
immediate construction of the line was not
within the most confident hopes of any
of us, all of us felt that the ultimate com-
pletion of the work was merely a matter
of time.

Isolation, Divergencies, and Parochialism.
It must be apparent to those who for
one moment recognise our geographical
position that intercourse with the Eastern
States is essential if we are not to become
a separate and isolated community,
gradually acquiring distinct and diverse
interests, and responsive to separate and
diverging aspirations. Those of us who
were bornl in this State know and will
readily admit that under the conditions
which existed 20 years ago there grew up m
Western Australia a population quite out
of touch and out of sympathy with the

IEastern States, possessing different habits,
holding local ideals, cut off from inter-
course with the Eastern States, and suffer-
ing from isolation in the same direction
and with the same results as history
invariably shows to exist under similar
conditions. The same results would show
themselves to-day under the same con-
ditions in any community and under all
circumstances. It is a. knowledge of this
historical fact and of the past experience

Iof this State which makes me so earnest
in the advocacy of the construction of
this railway, Intercourse by ocean car-
riage can never be sufficient over long dis-
tances. Notwithstanding the enormous
advance in the science of navigation during
the past few years, an intervening stretch
of ocean still remains the greatest obstacle
to friendly intercourse and mutual under-
standing between two communities. I1
believe that if to-day the English

IChannel was bridged over and rail-
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way communication established, nothing
but artificial and military barriers of the
most stringent kind would prevent an
intermingling of peoples, which would
quickly soften existing jealousies and
misunderstandings b 'y leading to a greater
knowledge of each other. I also submit
that history shows that whilst those
countries which are separated by the
ocean develop differences and peculi-
arities, even though part of the same
race, those countries which are held
together by railway communication and
have unrestricted intercourse tend to a
greater homogeneityand stronger national
life. It must always be borne in mind
that a country can artificially create
barriers which are just as deterrent in
effect as the natural baffler of an ocean.
For instance, between Russia and her
neighbours-I perhaps should apologise
to the House for pointing this out, but
I only refer to it because of an interjec-
tion wade-there are in existence artificial
bafflers for military purposes, which are
as deterrent an obstacle to mutual under-
standing as the natural barriers of an
ocean.

MR. ILLU{GwoETRE: Language counts
for much.

Tnm PREMIER: Quite true, I am
not contending that intercourse means
absolute uniformity. Then I submit that
the forces of isolation which created or
emphasised difference. in days gone
by remain to-day in full vigour;
and I believe if those forces continue
unchecked, they will for all time exercise
the same influence as in the past. After
all, isolation stands at the root of paro-
chialism. Isolated communities become
self-satisfied, sell-sufficient, and more or
less narrow. They differentiate, and give
birth to inadividual-differences which grow
and magnify until they create divergencies
which, unless checked by outside inter-
course, will lead to misunderstanding
and iliwill. It is, I firmly believe, the
cosmopolitanism of to-day - due to
greater and truer knowledge of other
countries than one's own-that is the
greatest factor for peace. The greater
knowledge, the truer sympathy, so
largely due to travel and intercourse,
stand to-day the greatest factor for
peace. None of us can fail to be im-
pressed with the fact that, notwith-
standig artificial barriers, and notwith-

standing natural barriers created by
differences of race, of religion, and of
language, by travel and knowledge is;
acquired that mutual sympathy which is
the best and only guarantee of con-
tinuous and real peace. Applying these
principles of which history gives us
so many instances to this State, and
revert to our position of 10 years ago
and again cut of Western Australia
from our present means of comnunica-
tion with the East, and in 10 or 20
years we should develop peculiarities
which would be most marked and pro-
vincial, and make Federation almost an
impossibility for this State.

Howv Isolation promotes anti-Federal Spirit.
When we were dealing with the question
of federation, the great majority of native
Western Australians, I believe, were anti-
federalists; and they were anti-federalists
because they were still suffering from
these limitations-I am entitled to use
the expression, being a native myself, an
expression which perhaps I should resent
if it came from others-which our isola-
tion imposed on us, and imposes on
all persons similarly situated. Federa-
tion became an accomplished fact more
because Western Australia possessed
a preponderating vote of Easterners
with a 'knowledge of and therefore
a sympathy with the East than be-
cause it contained a majority of
federalists. To state that any commu-
nity cut off from intercourse with the
surrounding communities, left almost
entirely to itself to develop a future
life, would because of its very isola-
tion tend to create a peculiar people with
local aims, aspirations, and patriotism-
and I use the word " patriotism " here
quite appreciating the fact that the line
between patriotism and parochialism is
often very narrow-is to state a fact which
every memnber will indorse. That is
a fact which history exemplifies in
a hundred different instances, and of
which we can, see a microcosm in every
small centre ini this and the other States.
But whilst that may be recognised, I very
much question whether it is so clearly
recognised on the other hand that the
converse also is true, and that a complete
intermingling and uniformity depends
upon the extent to which intercourse
takes place between individual and mndi-
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vidual, community and commu-nity, State
and State. While it will be admitted
that complete isolation of any portion of
the Commonwealth would create a con-
dition. fatal to real union, it is uot so
readily admitted that federal duty is not
discharged, that real union is not accom-
plished, until every part of the Common-
wealth is brought into and forms part of
the general current of national life. But
though this be so, I am firmly convinced
that a, belief in this duty is an essential
article in the faith of every true federalist.
The man who fails to appreciate this article
of faith, and to hold it unshaken, cannot
loyally serve the Federation. At the very
root of real union lies that full know-
ledge from which alone can spring mutual
sympathy and mutual respect; and this
becomes impossible of full realisation
unless mutual intercourse is free in its
truest sense, both from natural and from
artificial obstacles. Every federation,
every union, recognises this truth, and
insists upon intercourse between the
various portions of the -union being free
and unhampered. And it will be found
that the real growth of every federation,
the real growth of the federal spirit,
is marked by increasing interchange
between the various portions of the
union; and that the real federal spirit as
opposed to parochial sentiment finds its
birth throughout the union in the growth
by practical experience and personal
intercourse of a feeling of real oneness.
[AIR. HARPER : Then it is not born yet?]
No; not yet so far as Australia is con-
cerned. None of us can fail to appreciate
that here in the Oommonwealth of Austra-
lis this truth is abundantly justified, and
the reasons which exist prove the truth.

East Australia should know~ the West.
The Western portion of this continent
appreciates the fact that in the Eastern
portions of the Commonwealth there is
not sufficient or adequate knowledge of
-us or our resources; and if we plead
to-day for a fuller or fairer treat-
ment in various matters, our real diffi-
culty is a want of sympathy due to
want of knowledge; and one desire
above all others is that there shall bea
fuller knowledge of Western Australia,
a tmuer appreciation of its resources,
and of the possibilities which the future
has in store for us, and a, greater

sympathy with our special aims and
aspirations. I believe that none who
in days gone by opposed Federation,
and who at present think that Feders.-
tion when we adopted it camne too
quic~kly, would hold that opiniona if they
knew, if they felt, that in the Eastern
States, in those populous centres whose
representatives control the Federal Par-
liament, there existed a6 real, a true
knowledge of Western Australia. What
we want above all things in connec-
tion with and as an inseparable part
of Federation is that those called
upon to govern us shall know Western
Australia ad know its people. They
should have a knowledge of us which
can only be obtained by increasing
the existing means of intercourse, by
bringing them closer to us, and at the
same time bringing us closer to them. On
the other baud we must not forget that
whilst we complain, and I believe justly
complain, of the want of knowledge of
our resources, and point out the great
difficulties in the way of an intercourse
with the East, as obstaclest in the way of
a full knowledge of the resources of the
State and the wants of the people of
Western Australia, on the other hand that
want of intercourse operates in making
us inclined to think that in the Eastern
States they are not so sympathetic to us as
we might find them to he if we enjoyed
the means of intercourse which we desire
to see established. The fault does not lie
entirely on one side; and intercourse
would not only bring a great benefit to
Western Australia. by increasing in the
East the knowledge .of our resources,
but it would also tend to broaden our
sympathies by making us more truly
appreciate the fact that throughout all
the portions of the Commonwealth we
hold, and strongly hold, the same cow-.
nion ideals and the same common aspira-
tions.

The Constitutional Principle.
The Federal Constitution is based on the
one central idea which runs throughout
every Federation, whether it be a unifica-
tion as in Canada, or a real Federation
such as we have in Australia. The Con-
stitution contains an express declaration
that upon the dawn of the Federation
there shall be full, complete, and un-
fettered intercourse between Staste sad
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State. Of course the Constitution itself
is nothing. Its value and its whole
effectiveness depends upon the enforce-
ment of its provisions, upon the realisation
by those who are called upon to administer
its various sections of the obligations
cast up~on them to see that its essential
obligations are carried mntopractica] opera-
tion. There are. certain consequences
which follow automatically on the pass-
ing of that Constitution, provisions which
enact that directly the Constitution comes
into force certain powers shall pass to
the Federal rarliament, and that certain
limitations shall be cast upon the Parlia-
muents of the States; but there are other
powers, and I believe them to be most
important powers, depending entirely
upon the Commonwealth Parliament
passing laws by means of which those
powers can be carried into effect, and
until those powers are exercised they lie
dormant. So that whilst the Constitution
gives the Federal Parliament the fullest
and the amplest power to execute and
maintain the essential purposes of the

Commonwealth, it is for that Parliament
by law to secure those purposes, and in
this State we believe that there is no law
more essential than one which shall
provide for the construction of a railway
which will secure to us that freedom of
inter-State intercourse which Federation
was entered into mainly to secure.

Federal Union should be Real.
One often hears arguments as to what is
the main principle which lies at the root
of the Commonwealth Constitution. I
express my opinion with no uncertain
voice, that above and before all things
Federation was entered into for the
purpose of creating one indivisible union
binding together the people of the various
States of Australia into one common
bond; and above all other principles there
is impressed upon the Constitution an
absolute duty on theCommonwealth to use
all the machinery in its power for the pur-
pose of removing obstacles in the way of
intercourse and bringing the people of the
various States into closer and still closer
union; because front that knowledge of
each State, of its limitations, of its diffi-
culties, of its obstacles, of the work it
has done and the work it has to do, will
spring that sympathy which is absolutely
essential if we are to have in the Corn-

jnonwealtb of Australia a Federation in
reality and not a Federation. in name
only. I submit that for this essential
purpose it is a paramount necessity that
there should be a ra-ilway constructed
between Western Australia and Eastern
Australia, as that is the only guar-
antee of that free sad unfettered inter-
course for the attainment of which
we entered Federation and adopted the
Commonwealth Constitution. To-day we
rely for inter-State intercourse entirely
upon ocean carriage; but ocean carriage is
controlled by independent companies, who
fix their own terms and are indifferent to
us in Western Australia except to the
extent to which we can yield them profit.
To-day Western Australia is absolutely
dependent upon the various shipping
companies wbich form the combine con-
trolling intercolonial trade. If to-mnor-
row they imposed oppressive conditions
upon us we should have to accept
them. It rests entirely in their hands
to say to what extent there shall be
intercourse between this portion oif the
Coimmonwealth and the Eastern por-
tion of the Commonwealth. The posi-
tion is that the Commonwealth Par-
liamnent to-day,, the Parliament which
legislates for us and for the other portions
of the Commonwealth, allows voluntary
bodies of shipowners to make or mar our
inter-State intercourse, and abandons to
these companies the discharge of the
federal obligation of securing a real and
living union. I contend that this is in
everyway unsatisfactory. It is eminently
u3ndesirable that we should have to rely on
these shipping combines for the purpose
of securing that intercourse, that inter-
change, and that freedom of commerce,
of trade and intercourse ; to rely not on
the execution of the powers vested in the
Federal Parliament for the purpose of
securing these objects, but entirely upon
the efforts of the steamship companies
who, so far as the question of inter-State
tra~ffic is concerned, hold us in the hollow
of their hand.

Obligation on the Federal Parliamse.
The obligation on the Federal Par-
liament is an imperative one. We have
the right to ask that they shall bring
us into this union and into direct con-
nection with the East, and that they
shall make Federation for us a living and
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vital force, so that we shall not be sops.-
rated, as far as their powers can prevent it,
by artific ial barriers, and so that we
stall not find our future development
absolutely controlled by any monopolisits
'who have it in their power to determine
to what extent intercourse between State
and State shall be controlled in the future.
I am inclined to think there is an in-
clination to overlook the fact that the
federal obligation to carry out the basic
principles of our union is none the
less imprtive because to carry out these
prinipltesao'r to discharge a duty the
expenditure of money is involved. I
would strongly urge that it is the more
pressing and more needful because the
greater the difficulties to be overcome the
greater is the obligation cast upon the
Federal Parliament to surmount them.
But, so far as one sees, the tendency in the
Federal Parliament has been to do only
that work which the were passage of an
Act can accomplish, and to tackle the
least expensive problems and to ignore
the strength of those wider and funda-
mental obligations which require that
the very bases of the union must first be
secured by removing or surmnounting every
obstacle, natural or artificial, that lies in
the path of full, free, and unimpeded
intercourse between the peoples of the
Commonwealth. When one deals with
the obligation of the Federal Parliament
to give us defence and security, one finds
theme a recognition of the fact that this
duty cannot be discharged without the ex-
penditure of money; and accordingly pro-
positions are put forward for the purpose
of building forts in this State or some
other State to provide for defence, and
other expenditure is incurred for the pur-
pose of providing other means of defence.
But the need of providing interchange
between State and State, and ofp bring-
ing the various peoples of t14, Com-
monwealth into closer communication, is
paramount to the- obligation of the
defence of the coast. While provisions
are made protecting us against aggres-
sion from people beyond the limits of the
Commonwealth, to deny to us the fullest
possible means of intercourse tends
to create in our own ranks differences
and dissensions which are far more
dangerous than the risk of attacks
from outside sources. If we can
secure inside the limnits of the Corn-

monwealth a, people held together by a
mutual appreciation of the fact that under
Federation they have the best possible
means of securing future development, and
the knowledge that there exists through-
out a -real sympathy one with the other,
and a true appreciation of each other's
difficulties, you have within the Common-
wealth a united and patriotic people. That
I believe to be a far more essential object
to accomplish than the erection of forts
or other means of defence, and far more
effective than a discontented people to
protect the Commonwealth from outside
aggression. If we can secure internal
comnbination and strength, it is more
important than to build forts to protect us
from external enemies. While I empha-
sise this fact and urge the pressing need
of drawing together into a common bond
of sympathy all parts of the Common-
wealth, I am not forgetting that, so
far, the Commonwealth Parliament has
been pressed with a great deal of work,
nor the fact that the borrowing of
money raises a question in itself of
very great importance and very great
difficulty. I am also conscious that here
in Western Australia, we suffer a good
deal from the want of knowledge of our
resources and possibilities. So that
although I hold that the construc-
tion of this line should be one of
the works which ought to be at once
undertaken by the Federal Parliament,
because by this means alone can we
be held independent of the voluntary
efforts of capitalistic combines for our
connection, with the union, I amn not
inclined to quarrel with the Federal
Parliament by alleging that they have
been neglecting their duties; but I do
think it necessary that here in Western
Australiawe should constantlykeep before
the Federal Parliament, as far as we
possibly can, our firm belief that they
owe to Western Australia, as to any
other portion of the Commonwealth,
a. primary obligation imposed by the
Constitution, and admitting of no un-
reasonable delay in its discharge, of
creating and maintaining means of
communication by which we can be made
a real and living part of the Federation.

West Ausjratian Federal Representatives.
I should be wrong if I failed on this
occasion to express the thanks of this
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House, and I believe of the comm unity,
for the efforts of our members in the
House of Representatives and Senate for
the good work they have done in this
connection. They have on this point
been united. I have known in a great
number of instances of the energetic and
good work they bare done, and I hope
that after the next election, whatever the
party lines may be, whoever is returned
will be as strongly united and vigorous
in pushing forward this question as our
present members have been.

Tke Question in SoutA Australia,

Members are fully aware, I believe, of
the position of one aspect of this question.
They know that no federal action is
possible until both South Australia and
this State have passed Acts consenting
to the Federal Parliament making laws
in connection with the matter. Negotia-
tions which have taken place with South
Australia, make it clear that there is
very little chance of an enabling Bill
passing the Parliament of that State
during this session. There are apparently
strong forces in that State working
against the passage of such a Bill, an
I believe that no good result would follow
fromn any attempt to pass an enabling
Bill in the Parliment of South Australia
during the course of the present session-,
but I do believe that after May next,
when the fate of the Port Darwin

ralwy line has been determined, either
by te acceptance of a tender or by
the fact that -no tender is forthcoming,
South Australia will grant its consent
and allow the construction of this line.
Therefore, although we may take it for
granted that their Parliament will net
deal with the matter during the course
of this session, I am confident that next
session it will be dealt with, and no
obstacles be placed in the way of our efforts
by that State. I would like to take the
opportunity of stating that, so far as the
Ministry of South A ustralia, areconcerned,
I believe they are wise in not attempting to
introduce an enabling Bill during the
course of this session. I have ground
for believing that the Ministry of that
State (South Australia) are favourably
inclined towards the construction of this
line; hot it would be unwise of them to
introduce the Bill now unless certain of its
passing. If the Bill were introduced and

rejected, there would be an inclination in
the future for those members who opposed
the Bill to become permanent opponents
to the measure, and in this way difficul-
ties would be emphasised. There is a
strong feeling in some portions of South
Australia that the construction of the
line Port Darwin to Qodnadatta would
bring very great advantage to South
Australia, and that nothing should be
done which might militate against the
success of the efforts of the State to
secure the construction of that line. I
believe this feeling is at the root of the
great bulk of opposition which now
exists in the Parliament of South Aus-
tralia against. the passage of an enabling
Bill through that Parliament. After
this difficulty has been removed, as it
will be in May next, we shall, I am
confident, have -no farther difficulty as far
as South Australia is concerned.

Ma&. Foutnaz: In any event, they
shonld remember the pledges of their
Premier.

THE PEMIEIR: So far as I can, I
put the mnost favourable view on their
action, and speak with a. personal
knowledge of the Ministers. After all,
one must hear in mind that the
Premier of South Australia., no matter
what pledges may have been given
by his predecessors, has. to look at the
tone and temper of his House. Amongst
his colleagues I knew we have some of
the warmest supporters of the line, and I
ain convinced that, if they think it
inadvisable to introduce the Bill, it is not
because they want to stand in the way of
the construction of the railway, but be-
cause they are not satisfied that the Bill
would pass, and becanse they think, as

-Ave should think in their case, it is
more likely to do harm to the f uture
progregt of the work by introducing
it no* and having it rejected, than
by waiting twelve months until certain
grounds of opposition cease to exist.
[Mu. D iA V 0NDu: Perfectly correct.]
While the delay of South Australia may
be regrettable, it does -not by any mneans
justify delay on our own part; and we
ought to lake prompt action, because by
taking prompt action we shall -very much
strengthen the hands of our members in
the Federal Parliament who have been
striving so loyally and enereetically to
promote this undertaking; and we shall
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also strengthen the position of our
friends in Australia generally. I am
glad to see there is already a grow-

ing feeling in favour of this railway.
Every dlay adds to the strength of
our cause. Copies of the memorandum
which F laid before the Premiers' Con-
ference have during the past few
months been sent to all parts of Aus-
tralia; and I am constantly receiving
acknowledgments expressing a strong
conviction that we have a good cause for
the favourable consideration of the con-
struction. of the line by the Federal
Parliament. Every day is adding to the
strength of our cause; and whatever may
he the delay in the State of South Aus-
tralia, due I believe to temporary reasons,
the obligation is none the less cast on us
to do our part of the work, and to assist
our friends in the other States by proving
our own sincerity.

Preamble of the Bill.
Members will see that the Bill contains a
long preamble. I put that in deliberately,
because I wish to state our case for this
railway from a federal standpoint; and I
put it in as a statement of what we
believe to be the Commonwealth's obliga-
tions towards this portion of the Federa.-
tion. When the Constitution Bill was
placed before the electors of this State,
there were many and various reasons
which impressed themselves upon various
electors. Then, as in any other instance,
different electors were actuated by dif-
ferent motives; and. each reason put for-
ward impressed itself most strongly upon
those to whom it appealed. But I am
confident that on the coast--and I nOW
use that expression as covering the metro-
politan area and the various farming dis-
tricts-there was a strong belief, almost
a conviction, that the adoption of Federa-
tion would be followed by the early con-
struction of this line. Sir John Forrest
obtained expressions of opinion from
various public men who haid openly
approved. of the railway project. Sir
John himself expressed the opinion held
by a great number of us, that the adoption
of Federation would lead to the early
construction of this line; and he fortified
himself on that point by putting himself
in communication with some of the lead-
ing men in the Commonwealth. The
opinions lie obtained from them were

published in the Press of this State,
placed before the electors, and forced en
public attention from various platforms.
Antd without hesitation I assert that the
expression of these opinions had a, decided
and far-reaching influence -upon the elm-
tore, when they east their votes for the
adoption of the Federal Constitution..

P'romises maste for South Australia,

I wish to refer to one instance in support
of that portion of the preamble which
states that on the faith of the early con-
struction of this line the people of Western
Australia entered the Commonwealth.
The Right Hon. Charles Kingston wrote

Ito Sir John Forrest so far back as April.
1899, by which time the Federal Consti-
tution was practically agreed to, and it
was obvious that Federation would be
placed before the electors:-

Will you pardon my taking the opportunity
Iof erpressin the sincerest hope that Western
Australia wil, as heretofore, keep pace with
the general federal advance? All the other
colonies will no doubt be included. To you,

iwho are so f auiiliar with the great advantages
of Federation, it would be idle to dwell upon
them; but the relations between Western

IAustralia and the other colonies-I speak
especially of South Australia -have been
always so cordial that I am sure it would be a6
source of infinite regret to all if Western
Australia were even temporarily omitted from
the closer union so long contemplated, so
arduously contended for, and apparently so
readily capable of consummation by all. Our
near constitutional connection resulting from
Federation is in itself a boon of great worth
to all included in its sphere. I cannot help
thinking, elso, that it must, at no very distant

dae eut in the connection of East and
West by rail, through the medium, say, of a
line between Port Augusta, and your gold-
fields. This would indeed be an Australian work
worthy of undertaking by a federal authority
on behalf of the nation, in pursuance of the
authorities contained in the Commonwealth
Bill. It is, of course, a work of special interest
to Western Australia and South Australia;

Iand I devoutly hope that the day is not far
distant when the representatives of Western
Australia and South Australia may, in their
places in the Federal -Parliament, be found
-working side by side for the advancement of
Australian interests in this and other matters
of national concern.

In February, 1900, Mr. Kingston wrote
again. It is important to bear this in
mind, because these were the representa-
tions Sir John Forrest had in view when
he contended before the electors of this
State that in voting for Federation they
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could lie morally certain that the early
construction of this line would be under-
taken by the Federal Parliament. Mr.
Kingston wrote as follows

Following our coversation as to the possible
blocking of the construction of a railway line
from Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta. by the
federal authority, by South Australia refusing
the consent rendered necessary by Section 34
of Clause 51 of the Cominqnwealth Bill, I
regard the withholding of consent as a m ost
improbable thing-in fact, quite oat of the
qu1 ation. To assure you of our attitude in

tematter, I will undertake, as soon as the
Federation is established, Western and South
Australia both being States of the Common-
wealth, to introduce a Bill formally giving the
assent of this Province to the construction of
the line by the federal authority, and to pass
it stage by stage simultaneously with the
passage of a similar Bill in your Parliament.

Now no one who has a knowledge of the
position occupied by Mr. Kingston in
the federal councils at that time, and of
the position which he occupied in South
Australia, will deny that this was a moat
important statement, one on which Sir
John Forrest and every, other person who
advocated Federation had a right to
rely; one on which all of us who urged
Fe4ration and dealt with this question
did rely; one on which I believe we were
perfectly justified in relying, as time will
show. In addition, there was the pro-
muise of Sir Frederick Holder that an
enabling Bill would be introduced. I
can of course speak of only that portion
of the State of which I know most,
that portion with which I came moat
frequently in contact during the federal
campaign; and I say that thousands of
votes were cast for Federation on the
faith of the early construction of this line,
and in reliance upon these expressions of
opinion from prominent Australian states-
men. For myself, I say that the case for
the line was, from the federal point of
view, so strong that I had no doubt
whatever this line would be constructed;
and thiat opinion and that conviction
remain unshaken to-day. ITam confident
that the line will be completed.

Completed withxin ten years.
As to the question of time, my own
opinion-and I hold it very strongly-is
that the line will be completed within ten
years from this date. I believe a Bill for
its construction will probably be passed
by the next Federal Parliament, and if

not, certainly by the succeeding Parlia-
went.

MR. HARPER:- You do not give the ten
years as at limit?'

THE PREMTERI: No. I anticipate
its being built before. I am quite aware
of the difficulties in the way. And IL
speaking as a federalist and as one who
urged Federation on the people of this
State, say that I shall, be quite satisfied
if the line is built within ten years of the
adoption of Federation. Much of course
depends on the strength of parties during
the next session of the Federal Parlia-
went, and on what may be the volume of
work before the House. Such more or
less temporary causes may interfere with
the advance of this project; but I feel
confident that if the work is not under-
taken by the next Federal Parliamenat, it
will certainly be undertaken by the fob-
lowing Federal Parliamenkt.

I'csver t 7Cunstruct,
By the Bill now before us we grant to
the Federal Parliament power to con-
struct two lines, one from Kalgoorlie to
the border of our State, and one from
Eucla. to intersect that line.. The line
from Eucla is authorised because, as
members are no doubt aware, the confer-
ence of engineers suggested that there
should be a line from Eucla intersecting
the main line for construction purposes,
that by building such a line the main
cost of construction would be considerably
decreased; and hence the necessity for
authorising the Federal Parliament to
build that construction line from B ucla
to the main line. That, however, will
be a mere temporary line. It is not
suggested that any traffic will grow
from that line which will justify its con-
tinuance. It is to be used merely as a
means of cheap.2ning the cost of construc-
tion of the main line between Port
Augusta and Kalgoorlie.

MR. PIGOTT: What will be the length
of the line from Euula?

THE; PREMIER: That will of course
depend on the route of the main line;
but assuming it runs via Tarcoola, I
think it will intersect our boundary about
40 or 50 miles northi of Eucla. [Mn.
MORGANS: Seventy.] We leave b y this
Bill a full power to the Federal Parlia-
ment. We practically give them a free
hand, with one exception. In the Bill
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we place a time limit. We give certain
powers if exercised within a term of ten
years from this date, and we provide that
limit so that our future action shall not,
be unduly interfered with if during that
period the Federal Parliament do not
feel justified in constructing this work.

A. MORAN: Do you mean if they
start within the ten yearsP

TEE PREMIER: Yes.
MR. MORAN: They may finish inside

fifty.
THE PREMIER: I am prepared to

trust them if they start. Before they
start they will practically have to commit
themselves to the whole line.

MR. ILLfl4GwoRTH: Ten years is too
long.

THE PREMIER: It may or may not
be. I wish in this connection to allow a
wide margin, because one can never tell
what party differences or what changes
of Government in the Federal Parliament
may check the onward march of this
movement. It has also to be borne in
mind that the construction of this line
will necessarily involve the borrowing of
money by the Commonwealth Govern-
ment. It will take some little time to
settle all these questions.

MR. MORGAN: Three years have gone
already. There are only seven remaining.

THE PREMIER: I think we Should
make the term ten years from the passing
of this Bill. In fixing the ten years, I
had in mind these reasons. In December
of this year we shall be called upon to
elect a new Federal Parliament. That
Parliament will last for three years. At
the end of three years there will be a
second Parliament, that will be six years;
at the end of that time there will be a
third Parliament; and if this work is not
disposed of in the course of three Parlia-
ments, I shall be very disappointed
indeed, and we shall have very great
cause of complaint. Not only that, but
in the course of ten years our develop-
ment in Western Au~stralia will be of
such a nature as to justify us very
seriously considering whether we shnuldl
not ourselves build the line in conj unction
with South Australia. A time limit
is necessary, as I shall show subsequently.
I do not think, ten years too long, because
in the construction of a great work like
this we should not be niggardly with the
Federal Parliament.

Lands to be Granted to Federal Paria-
mnent.

we provide by the Bill for a free grant
of the waste lands of the Crown, and it is
prescribed that those waste lands which
we are giving free to the Federal Parlia-
ment shall only be given to a depth of
200ft. That secures to us the full benefit
of any mineral development which may
take place along the course of this line.
There is one important clause in the Bill
which I hope will receive the unanimous
support of the House, and that is
Clause 4, which provides an obligation
on our part to assist in the construction
of this great federal work. This must
be obvious to every member, that the
success of the line and its usefulness to
us will depend on the rapidity of the
journey and its comfort, and that all
breaks of gauge should, as far as Possible,
be avoided.

MR. MORAN: Time enough when they
ask us for it.

Tns PREMIER: It is impossible for
us to leave the line at Kalgoorlie; to say
that persons coming over to Western
Australia shall arrive in Western Aus-
tralia at Kalgoorlie, wake a change there
from the broad gauge to the narrow gauge
of 3ft. 6in., and then come on to Perth.
By that fact we shall impress on every
visitor who comes from the Eastern
States to Western Australia that his first
acquaintance with Western Australia is
a change from the broad gauge on the
main line to the narrow gauge of the
State line. We contend that the future
development in Western Australia amply
justifies the federal line. We say without
hesitation " We are not going to ask you
to build the line and take on your
shoulders the burden of a permanent
loss. Construct that line, and the results
in the future will abundantly justify the
construction of the work." We do not
think an *yone would urge the construction
of the work, believing it will place a per-
manent burden on the Commonwealth.
We believe that in a few years after the
construction of the line it will pay

the case which we place before the
Federal FarWLaent. If we proclaim that
to be our faith and do nothing to show
our faith in deeds, we shall have great
difficulty in attaining our ends.
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Loss on the Working, Aom apportioned.
The line from Kalgoorlie to the East, if
built by the Federal Parliament, will be
built by federal money, and all we shall
have to do is to bear our share of the loss
in proportion to our population. Assum-
ing the cost to be five millions of money,
as stated by the engineers-and I believe
it will be found to be less than that-
assuming also the loss to be as they
anticipated, a loss of .£86,000 for the
first ten years-this again I believe will
be found to be considerably less-our
share of that loss, taking our population
at 250,000, the population of the Comi-
monwealth at four millions-our share
of the loss of X86,000 will come to
about one-sixteenth. The whole of our
loss therefore on the line built by the
Federal Parliament will be one-sixteenth
of X86,000.

MR. MORAN: Did you not promise to
take the South Australian share?

THE PREMIER: I should be glad to
do that, if it were the only means of
getting the construction of that line.

MR. MORAN: I would not make any
offers of that sort.

THx PREMIER: This must be
obvious to every member, and will be
also obvious to every member of the
Federal Parliament, that the opponents
of the line say, " South Australia wants
this line and Western Australia wants
the line, but both of these States axe, as
far as population is concerned, very small,
and as the burden of the loss will fall on
them according to their population, the
burden will be infinitesimal to them." If
the line is built as we are urging it
shoud be built, and our loss is one-
sixteenth of X86,000, will there not be
a natural inclination on the part of those
opposed to the line to say that Western
Australia is urging the construction of
the line because it is to be built out of
federal moneys, the great proportion of
which will be found by other portions of
the Commonwealth, and the great burden
of which must fall on other portions of
the Commonwealth?~ I want to impress
on the f-ace of the Bill a clear declaration
that we believe in the construction of the
line, that webelieve soentirely in itaud that
it will be of special use to u's in Western
Australia that we commit ourselves to
the obligation that when they have built
that line as far as Kalgoorlie, that is

when they have carried out their portion
of the obligation, we undertake to carry
out a line from Perth to Kalgoorlie to
meet the Trans-Australian line, so that
passengers who get in the train at the
starting-point can come straight to Fre-
mantle without break of gauge or change
of carriage. As a matter of faoct, the only
guarantee we can give to impress on the
Federal Parliament and those who are
supporting our cause is that we in West-
emn Australia believe in the line. That is
the only answer we can give to the
argument raised by those people who
say Western Australia is urging the
construction of this line merelybeause
the burden of lose will be so corn-
paratively light on our shoulders.
Moreover, the construction of the line
from Kalgoorlie to Perth will be of
special local benefit to Western Australia.
It will cost, including rolling-stock, about
a million and ahalf to a million and
three-quarter pounds. I express the
opinion that the time is not far distant
when it will be necessary to seriously con-
sider the question of constructing the line
to serve State interests.

Ma, ILLINGwORTH: It will be built
before the other line is started.

THE: PREMIER: I believe this line
itself wilt be built well within the ten
years.

Broad-gauge Line, Fremantle to Kalgoorlie.
I believe we shall have to anticipate
events. The best possible means to be
adopted for binding the goldfields to the
coast and to make goldfields people feel
beyond the shadow of a6 doubt that they
are portion of the State of Western

IAustralia, is to bring them into close
contact with the capital by a6 quick,
rapid, and easy means of railway com-
munication. We shall never successfully
overcome the difficulties in connection
with the traffic arrangements and the
railway charges until that line is built.

MR. MORAN: The broad-gauge line it
THE PREMIER: Yes. I urge the

broad-gauge, line in that connection
because when we know, as we certainly
do know, that the line between here and
South Australia must be built, it is bound
to be buiQt whether by the Federal
Parliament or the States jointly, it will
be folly on our part to place the construc-
tion of the new line or the duplicated
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line between Perth and Kalgoorlie, and
not to anticipate the certainty of the
broad-gauge, that is the 4fL. S,1iu. gauge,
between the Eastern States and Western
Australia. But I do not want to point
to viarious local arguments to suppot
Clause 4. The position I want to pl ace
before members is that we are urging
the construction of this line on the
Federal Parliament and the federal
electors throughout this State; there-
fore let us show our bona fides. We
undertake that when the Federal Parlia-
mnent carry out their portion of the work,
we will see that our portion of it
will not be marred by throwing on the
passengers the obligation and expense of
a break of gauge at Kalgoorlie. On the
contrary, we will complete the line by
constructing a 'Lit. 8-ijin. gauge line from
Kalgoorlie right through to Fremantle.
-We at all events in that connection claim
that~ this is of special value to us in
Western Australia. We have a special
part of the work to do in Western Aus-
ti alia. Let us show our bona fides by
doing that portion of the work between
Perth and Kalgoorlie, and thus removing
some of the obstacles which are in the
way. We can destroy one of the
difficulties by preventing a break of
gauge at Ralgoorlie. We want to ask
people to treat us seriouslY, to take Us
sincerely, when we urge the construction
of the line by removing the obstacles in
the way of free intercourse. We cannot
place on others the obligation of removing
all obstacles to free intercourse if we
allow one of the obstacles to remain at
our very door. We can remove that
obstacle, and I think we should do it.
We can show this great proof of the
sincerity of the State if we do that,
and can turn the work to useful State
purposes. We shall be doing that and
showing the Commonwealth our unshaken
faith in the State, by committing our-
selves to an obligation that is the best
possible guarantee of our bona fides.
1 do not put before the House a case for
the construction of the railway on the
question of traffic returns. We are all
unanimous on that point. There is no
need to argue it in this Assembly. I point
out that the Bill must be passed if we are
going to ask the Federal Parliament even
to consider the work. We cannot ask the
Federal Parliament to take it into

serious con sideration unless we give
them complete power to build it should
they so decide.

Time Limit for Construction.
I give a time limit because that is so
essential to the future development of the
State. I do not want to unduly tie our
bands by giving an unlimited time for the
federal construction of the line. When
we pass the Bill, then within the time

which wefgve by the Bill to the Federal
Parlament they have a right to construct

the railway. If we pass a Bill without
a time limit in it, we cannot, by a
repeal of that measure, take from the
Federal Parliament the power which the
original measure confers on it. If there
were no time limit mentioned in the
Bill, we might find ourselves in this
position, that the Federal Parliament,
not feeling justified in doing the work,
would decline to do it, and the two
joint States might do it. Subsequently,
the Federal Parliament might come in
and construct a competing line.

MR. HARPER; Where would be the
federal spirit?

Tan PREMIER: I say they might do
it; at any rate they would have the
power to do it, and they might utilise
that power for other purposes. As we
desire to give them the power because we
want the railway between Port Augusta
and Kalgoorlie, when we have that line
built we do not want a second competing
line to be made. The second line would
only be constructed when the first one so
abundantly paid as to justify it; and when
that is the case, the two States would
build the second line. That is why a

:time limit is placed, to prevent the Federal
Parliamnent building a line after the two
States had built one.

States to act jointly.
I believe that if South Australia would
join in the construction of the line, it
would be a wise thing to do. I believe
the money could be obtained for con-
struction of the work, which is a great

ntoal undertaking. It could be raised
by a joint loan, I believe with very little
difficulty; aid although that work may
result, and would result, in a loss for the
first few years, after that time it would be
the be st-paying railway proposition in
the whole of the Commonwealth. Un-
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happily the South Australian Govern-
ment do not see eye-to-eye with me on
that point, or I should have no hesitation
in asking this State to join in the con-
struction of this line, because every day
that adds to our pro sperity and increasing
population is an argument in favour of the
construction of the line, and tends to
guarantee its financial success. If this
State progresses as we believe it will.
this line will be a financial success
shortly after it is built. I believe that
in ten years the development in West-
ern Australia will be of such a nature
and of such extent that from the start
the line will be a paying proposition;
and, holding that view, I am sorry that
South Australia will not join in the work
of jointly constructing the line, so that we
ourselves may get the benefit.

DR. O'CONNOR: Supposing the line is
built, who will own the line between here
and Kalgoorlie?

THE PREMIER: We shall. By this
Bill the only authority given is to b'uild a,
line from Kalgoorlie to our border, an4

that is why I have iuserted& in Clause 4
the obligation that when that is done we
ourselves shall have a similar line between
here and Kalgoorlie, so that there will be
one continuous line from the Eastern
States right through to Freniantle. I
have nothing farther to add in speaking
on the Bill, because in bringing it before
members I do not desire to cover ground
which is already known to them, or to
restate information which every member
is familiar with. I have endeavoured to
avoid that. I believe, as I have already
stated, that no federal union can be com-
plete until we have railway communica-
tion, that Federation will be an injury
instead of a blessing without this line,
and that when the line is constructed it
will not only serve federal ends, but lead
to increased development and increased
prosperity in this State. I ask the House
to pass8 the Bill, and by adopting Clause
4 give substantial and practical evidence
of our faith in the future destiny of
Western Australia, I move the second
reading. [General applause]j

Mu. S. PIGOTT (West Kimbherley):
I beg to move that the debate be
adjourned.

THE PREMIER: I hope members will fix
this Bill, because it is an urgent matter.

I MR. ILLINGWORTH: Go on with it
now.

THE PREIER: I have good reason to
say it will strengthen the hands of those
in the East to get the Bill passed.

MR. PIGOTT: If some members wish
to go on, I will willingly withdraw my
motion.

Motion withdrawn.
MR. F. IILINGWORTH (Cue): I

am pleased indeed to support the second
reading of this Bill. I congratulate the
Premier upon bringing the Bill in at
such an early date, and so exhaustively
dealing with the whole question; and I
trust that the speech, the very able
speech, which has been delivered by the
hion. gentleman will reach other parts
of Australia. There can be no doubt
whatever in tbe mind of anyone in this
State that until we get railway communi-
cation with the Eastern States, Federa-
tion is of practically little value to us.
I spent one full week, night after night,
in my district pleading for Federation,
and I carried 91 per cent. of the votes in
that district. (Interjection.] That is
quite possible. I do not wish to convey
the idea, that my presence there influenced
any votes. [MEMBER: Why did you
not try the other way aboutF] I expect
that if I had, the result would have been
the same. One thing is certain : I should
not have been able to obtain such success-
ful and unanimous meetings against
Federation as I succeeded in obtaining
for Federation. [MEMBER: Try it now.]
That was not the point to which I wished
to refer, but it is that at every meeting
I strongly urged that a Transcontinental
Railway would be the early result of our
Federation, and that idea was cheered at
every meeting. I believe that in every

part of the State the conviction was
dep, in consequence of what had been

said by leaders of South Australia. Con-
fidence was deeply founded that a 'Trans-
continental Railway would be a very early
result of Federation.

MR. MORAN: Fifty thousand people
did not believe that.

MR. ILNGWORTH: There may
have been 50,000 people who dlid not
believe it. I am going to say exactly
this, that if I had not had that convic-
tion myself I should not have been on
the side of Federation, but against it;
and if it can be shown that the spirit of
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the Federal Parliament or any important
portion of that Parliament is still against
the construction of the Transcontinental
Railway, I shall be disposed to go in
for separation rather than for Federa-
tion. I believe in the railway itself.
Whatever may be its advantages to
Federation, I believe that the construc-
tion. of the Transcontinental Railway is
an important thing for this State, not
only important in regard to our relations
to other States but to ourselves and in
connection with our own business. In
my opinion the Transcontinental Rail-
way is a proposition which we ought to
put forward at a very early date, and
have constructed even though it should
be at our own cost. I started off at the
very, first of my advocacy of the Trans-
continental Railway with the proposition
to build it ourselves, because I believe
that this State is able to do so and this
State is justified in constructing that line ;
but my difficulty arises here, that we
have to deal with another State which
unfortunately is not at present, as far as
I am informed, in a position to do its
portion of the line. I very much ques-
tion whether South Australia could stand
the extra strain, or at any rate whether
her people would be disposed to put
that extra. strain upon themselves for the
purpose of the construction of the rail.
way. I believe one great mistake 'has
been made by our friends in South Aus-
tralia. They look upon that railway as
one for our advantage. In my opinion it
is. practically one for their adv antage, and
they themselves would profit more largely
by the construction of the railway than
Western Australia -would. I believe
that both States would profit so mnsteriallv
that if it could be done, both States should
unite to construct the railway. Failing
the construction of the railway or the
portion of it which requires to be con-
structed through South Australia in the
way I refer to, I see no other way of
getting it constructed except by the
Federal Government. I look upon this,
however, as a second opportunity rather,
in this way-if we cannot get the best
thing, let us get the next best thing. I
wish it to he distinctly understood that
in my conviction the best thing is for
this State and South Australia to con-
struct the railway. I do not wish to be mis-
understood on that point. lMn. MoAax:

You will be safe in advocating that.]
Safe or not safe, I am trying to announce
my own convictions. I want it to be
distinctly understood that in my opinion
this State and South Australia could and
should construct this railway; that it is
a proposition which hast vpry much
financially to recommend it. It has
many other advantages of an ulterior
character rendering it desirable to make
the line the property of the States and
not the property of the Federal Parlia-
ment. One thing I am a. little anxious
about is this. The Federal Parliament
has power to take over the railways of
the States. I hope that day will never
come as far as Western Australia is con-
cerned. I hope the time will act arrive
when the Federal Parliament will exer-
cise that power and the people of this
State will consent to the exercise of that
power, to take over the railways; Enrt,
because the railways themselves are
cheaply constructed, they will be a great
factor in this State, and they will be a.
very handsomely paying property which
will be held by the people; secondly,
because railways in these States above
all others require extension in different
parts, which would be hindered by the
railways becoming part of the property
of the Federal Government. I want to
see our railways held by the State, and I
am a little afraid that this is the thin
end of the wedge which may be driven in
now for the purpose of making all the
railways of the Federation the property
of the Federal Parliament. I hope that,
as far as we are concerned, that day is
very far distant. Because I have that
fear, I have clung very strongly to the
idea that it would be far better, if it
were practicable, to construct the line
ourselves. I1 am not too sure that it
would not be better for us to undertake
the construction of the line to Eucla, in
our own borders, and own that portion
of the line, even although the Federal Par-
liament should be approached for the
purpose of constructing the remaining
portion. [Interjection.] It is not a
question of the line paying at this
juncture, and I have no doubt about its
paying in the future. I simply want
to emphasise the point that I strongly
desire to see every mile of railway con-
structed in this State the property of the
State, and for that reason, if it were a

Trans-Awtvalian Bailv" Bill.
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practicable proposition, which for the
moment I think it is not, I would rather
see this State construct the line itself,
even although the remaining portion had
to be constructed by the Federal Parlia-
ment. The argument against this rail-
way in the Eastern States, as far as T am
able to gather, lies something in this
way. They say, " We have railways con-

ncigthe other States. We have a
rilwy from Melbourne to Sydney con-
necting Victoria and New South Wales,
and we have a railway from Melbourne
to Adelaide onnecting Victoria, and
South Australia. These lines have been
constructed by the people of the separate
States." I want to put a case which may
possibly have been a real case. Tt is not
now, but it might have been. Supposing
Federation had taken place and we had
had a. railway from Melbourne to Hor-
sham, and one from Adelaide to the
Murray Bridge. Between those two
railway lines there is in South Australia
a tract of country known as the Ninety
Mile Desert, which is uninhabited to a
large extent. Supposing that had been
the condition of things at the time when
the proposition to federate occurred, could
we not see at once that the South Aus-
tralian. Government in connection with
the Victorian Government would either
have endeavoured to construct the line
themselves as they have done, or, had
they been in similar conditions to what
we are in to-day, would have asked that
the Federal Parliament should complete
that line and connect it. Supposing the
conditions were these, that we had a line
from Melbourne to TBenalla, and a line
from Sydney to Goulburn: does not
every member of this House and every-
one else see that, if that bad been the case
at the time of Federation, the Federal
Government would have been expected
to construct the intervening portion,
or an endeavour would have been made
to get the Federal Government to do it.
Is there anything unreasonable in our
endeavour to get that break of line over
the tract of country which separates us
from our brothers in the East, con-
structed by the united power which con-
trols the destinies of the whole of the
Commonwealth ? Seeing that we cannot
get South Australia to unite with us in the
construction of this line-though I think
the best thing to do is to construct it

ourselves-the next best thing is to get
the Federal Parliament to construct it.
The proposal of the Bill is to give powers
to the Federal Parliament to construct the
line. One point upon which the Premier
laid considerable stress is the time
allowed-ten years. I should like that
time to be shortened. The railway will
take four or five years to construct, and,
as far as Conditions and time are con-
cerned, the Federal Parliament need only
begin the line in the 10 years. We may
be satisfied that within reasonable time
they will complete it, but we should lose
four or five years. If within the time
they let a contract they would fulfil the
conditions of the Bill, whereas the con-
struction of the line would take four orfive
years longer, which would put the railway
off to 15 years before it would be a going
concern. Therefore, I think it is quite
safe to give powers to the two State Par-
liaments to build the line. If the Federal
Parliament does not take up the matter
earnestly within seven years, I should
like the State Parliaments to be free to
come in and construct the line themselves.
We have an immense territory here, and
immense resources. If anyone had told
us 20 years ago that there would be
200,000 people in this State within 20
years, most people would have smiled;
but I have no hesitation in saying that the
population in this State during the next
ten years is very likely to approach
double what it is to-day, and that the
resources of this country will guarantee
a very large population indeed, probably
the largest population of the whole of
the States. If that be so, what would be
the value of a going concern like a rail-
way between Kalgoorlie and a point to
be aixed in South Australia? It would
be the property of the Federal Parlia-
ment, so that, as far as the Federal
Parliament is concerned, we put forward
a proposition that is worthy of considera-
tion. However, I contend that the
Federal Parliament has other duties than
that of mere finance. Other questions
have to be considered.- The difficulties
of intercourse have been emphasised and
laid before the House by the Premier,
and it is entirely unnecessary for me to
refer to them; but I come to a question
which has a little influence in the decision
of this important matter. When we look
at what is supposed to be the loss, I
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consider, if the railway is delayed any
time after seven years, there will be no
loss. I believe that seven years hence
the railway, as a going concern, will not
involve any loss; but, supposing we have
to face the loss at the opening of the
railway, it will be A86,000 a. year, The
Premier estimated the State's share at
£5,376 according to the ratio of the
population ; hut, if complaint is made
upon that basis, I think we might fairly
consider the question of putting it before
the other States that we would be pre-
pared to take the proportion of that loss
as a State, which would be one-sixth of
the share, leaving less than £15,000 a
year each for the other States to bear.

MR. MORAN&: Do not take any more
obligations on. We have losses 6ioughi
to face.

MR. ILLINO WORTH: If we do not
get that increase of population referred
to, and of which so much is made in
the other States, the time is coming,
and not very far distant, when we shall
not only be free of the sliding scale but
shiall also, in two years, end the book-
keeping season. When we have finished
this book-keeping season, there comes the
very serious question as to what the
Federal Parliament will do, If they were,as indicated in some quarters, simply to
divide the surplus of alt the custom-
house receipts pro rata-,

MR. Moiu~w: That is quite in keeping
with the Federat spirit.

Ma. ILLINGWORTH: That is true-
it would mean that this population of
200,000 people would put into that
Treasury £16 per head, while the popu-
lation of the other States would not put
in £5 per head. To divide pro rafta
would involve very heavy losses on this
State. Supposing that loss is to be laid
on Western Australiaand I think it
comes within practical politics that it
will be laid upon us-I think we arc not
asking too much if we ask the Federal
Parliament to bear the toss, if any, on
the railway. If our conditions remain
as they are, we would be -very well able
to take a sixth proportion of the loss as
a united-States matter. Taking into
consideration that the Federal Parlia-
ment will have a considerable amount
to gain out of this State, when the book-
keeping season is completed, by any

change that may take place, we are bound
to suffer in some degree.

MR. HA5TIE: Why do you assume
that le

MR. ILLINGWORTH : I do not think
that the Federal Parliament require any
information from me on that point, or
that anything I say, or -refuse to say will
make any difference to their knowledge;
they are fully acquainted with all the
advantages of these changes. If it were
not of disadvantage to this State, the
varied advantages that accrue to the
other portions of the Commonwealth -will
lead them in the direction:- so that in
all probability it will be a pro rafta
distribution, and our proportion of
the burden will be much larger per
head than now, probably more than
double. It may be, as Sir John Forrest
stated some years back, that the loss will
be £300,000 a year to this State. If
that be so, I see no reason why the loss
on this railway should not fall on the
Federal Parliamnent itself, and not upon
this State and South Australia as pro-
vided.

MR. MoRAw : Why should you beg the
question ? You give away £300,000 to get
out of a sixth share.

Ma. ILLINCIWORTH ; I do not want
to beg the question at all. There is very
little doubt we shall be more help to the
Federal Parliament than the Federal
Parliament is to us, and, if such is the
case, we have a reasonable claim to pre-
sent to the Federal Parliament to ask
them to fulfil the obligations Which are
of great importance to this State, and not
merely of importance to this State b-ut of
equal importance to South Australia, and
not merely to South Australia and West-
ern Anstralia, but of importance to the
Commonwealth as a whole. It is simply
absurd to suppose that this is the only
portion of the Commonwealth interested
in the construction of this railway. It is
a matter of Federal advantage, and of
Federal importance; and I do hope,
when our representatives come to place
this matter before the Federal Parliament,
they will deat with it as a Federal ques-
tion and not merely as a question of
whether it is profitable to this State or to
South Australia. I want to say a word
regarding what may be a debatable point
in this Bill-Clause 4--which says that
this State shall construct a railway upon
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the samne gauge as far as Kalgoorlie, so
that there should be no break of gauge.
I think we may pass this clause without
any hesitation whatever. I believe the
interests of this State will demand that
the line should be widened to Kalgoorlie
long before this other line is commenced.
We want to ascertain what is to be the
gauge of this Trans-Australian Railway;
I believe it will be 4ft. SKin. If this
is ascertainable I think our line should
be widened to Kalgoorlie. We require
it in any case, without taking into con-

ideration. the Trans- Australian Railway
at all. We want this line to Kalgoorlie
widened to a broader gauge, and need
have no hesitation whatever in passing
Clause 4, which proposes it. Trans-
Australian Railway or none, it would
have to be done bythis State.

MR. Htsnur: What about the Esper-
ante Railway?

Map. ITJT NO.WORTH: If the Esper-
ante Railway were constructed to-morrow
this gauge would have to be widened. I
do not think the Esperance Railway
comes into the question at all, or that it
has anything to do with the construction
of the Trans-Australian Railway. It is
not a competitive railway, and is not one
that should disturb the question before
the House. I do not want to repeat in
a much worse way the arguments pre-
sented by the Premier. I simply want
to give strenuous adherence to the Bill;
and I hope it will pass through Comn-
inittee unanimnously and -unaltered except
in one fidure. I should like to see "1ten
Years " altered to "1seven," because I
think seven years would be long enough
time to give. I have such faith in this
State that, if we had to face the question
seven years hence, we would not ask the
Federal Parliament to build the railway,
but we Should build it ourselves. I want
the powers given to the Federal Govern-
ment to cease in seven years, so that we
could undertake the work. Supposing
we were free after seven years to con-
struct the railway and set about the
work, we might expect the line to be
constructed in twelve years' time. This
eml gives conditions by which the rail-
way need only be begun within ten
years, which would wean that fourteen
or fifteen years might elapse before the
Trans-Australian Railway would be built
by the )Federal Government. I want to

provide that, if seven years pass without
any step -being taken, the State may build
its portion; and I believe that South
Austia would build its portion. The
obstacle that exists from the South
Australian State is the railway to Port
Darwin. Whatever may be the fate of
that railway, whether constructed or
not, I hold the conviction that it
will not make any difierence to the
Trans-Australian Railway. We require
this railway in any case. I consider that
thea Trans-Aus3tralian Rai lway is not a line
competitive with the Port Darwin Rail-
way. The Port Darwin railway yhave
advantages for the Commonwealth from
abroad; but we must hare intercourse
among the States themselves; we must
have this State linked with the rest of
the Commonwealth. And, moreover, from
the point of view of the other States, the
Common wealth must be linked with us.
They seem to think that the railway
would be for our advantage only; but I
think the day is not far distant when
Western Australia will emphasise its
importance to such a degree that the rest
of the Commonwealth will be very glad
to be linked to us by railway. In con-
cluding, I wish to emphasise the fact that
by the construction of this Transconti-
nental Railway I believe those who have
most to gain are the people of South
Australia. They vShould be the first to
try to get the line constructed. I believe
th~at while it will be advantageous to us,
it will be more advantageous to South
Australia; and it is also an absolute
necessity for the unity of the States, and
the welfare of the Commonwealth as a
whole.

On motion by MR. PIGOTT, debate
adjourned until the next Tuesday.

MINING ]BILL.
SECOND READING.

Resumed from 26th August.
Mua. Rt. HASTIE (Kanowna): It is so

long since the Minister for Mines
delivered his speech on the Bill that most
of us have forgotten the various points
he raised ; and I fear that mny references
to his remarks will not be appreciated by
some members as they would have been
had I im mediately followed the Minister.
However, I wish to congratulate him not
only upon the measure he introduced,

[ASSEMBLY.] Railway Bill.
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which in my opinion contains some
great improvements, but more partion-
larly on his speech on the mining indus-
try generally, emphasising many salient
points, and showing the great importance
of mining to Western Australia. In
looking through the Bill the principal
thing that strikes mue is that the Minister
has tried to do too much. He has tried
in one measure to combine the Golddields
Act of 1895, the amendments of 1898 and
1900, the Mining on Private Property
Act, part of the Coal Mines Act, and also
the Mineral Lands Act. In addition to
consolidating those Acts, he proposes to
add various new clauses. I cannot help
thinking he would have better attained
his object had he been content to bring
forward a Mining Bill this session, and
followed the rule which obtains in Eng-
land and in other parts of Australia by
bringing in a Consolidation Act next
year; for -we have now to consider so
many important points that we cannot
reasonably expect to pass auything like a
flawless Act: some of the clau sea are
almost certain to be different from what
we desire.

MR. Momr4s: I notice the Bill
strongly favours the Labour party.

MR. HASTIE:- That idea, has not
occurred to me- but if it is strongly iu
our favour, surely it is about time our
party hard for once a look-in. During the
last six years we have had a, number of
Mining Bills; but all those Bills, with
one small and solitary exception, have
been brought in not at the request of
people in this State, but at the request of
a number of people in England. The
Bills were brought in to liberalise the
conditions for the advantage of people
abroad, who wished to speculate on
our mining areas. So if this Bill
were particularly in our favour, that
would be only fair. But we can discuss
that and other matters as we go along.
The Minister occupied two and a-half
hours in discussing thd Bill; and I am.
quite sure that anyone fairly conversant
with mining would need two or three
days to become seised of the real im-
portance of many of these clauses. But
I should like to get the attention not of
mining men only but of members repre-

senting other parts of the State; because
this is more than a Mining Bill, it is of
great importance to Western Australia as

a whole; for we stand in a, unique posi-
tion, different from that of almost every
other country in the world. In other
States and other countries mining is
merely one of their natural industries,
and a very subordinate one. In Western
Australia., on the other hand, mining is
far and away the most important of all
industries. Then in Western Australia
we have and always have had very good
mining laws, mining laws as just and as
liberal as such laws h ave ever been in any
part of the world. Speaking generally,
it is fair to say that we have practically
nothing to learn from other countries.
Whenever we wish to change our mining
laws, we have to construct new laws prac-
tically unassisted. Here and there as to
details we can learn from the experience of
other people what to avoid; but almost any
possible changes in mining which we are
likely to make henceforth must be of our
own devising, and must not be copied
from the legislation of other countries.
They have not had anything like the advan-
tages we have had; hence we cannot say
that their experience of the operation of
certain enactments will be our experience.
We may say that our goldfieds have
developed within the last 12 years. For
the first four years they progressed -very
slowly ; from 1894 to 1898 they developed
with enormous rapidity; from 1898 to the
present time that development has con-
tinued; but nothing like the same rate of
improvement has been maintained during
the last four years that took place during
the preceding four years. But curious
to relate, the amount of actual develop-
ment, not in pegging out mines, not in
starting fresh claims, but in actually
opening up mining territory, has prob-
ably been ten times greater during the
last than during the preceding four
years; and our progress continues.
During the whole of that period we have
had very liberal mining laws; and the
probable reason why we have had them

I is that they were framed at a time when
we were not speculating, at a time when
the principal people connected with
mining were not exercising all their
energies to sell some mining land; when
there was no boom. Those laws were
framed at a. time when we could consider
them sober-mindedly; when we had
rational ideas of the values of things.
That is why our mining laws are so
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good, though they do need some ini-
provemient; and I fear that if we do not
take this occasion or take occasion next
year to amend our mining laws, if a
wvild boom comes afterwards we Shall not
have the least chance of making effective
alterations. Very little, if any, fault has
been found with the mining laws of
Western Australia, by people in the
countty. All the criticism by local
residents has been levelled at the admin-
istration of those laws; and it is not
wonderful that - much of that crititism.
has been strong, when we remember that
mining is in many respects different
from any other industry in Australia;
that a few years ago wining was
absolutely new in Western Australia;
and that the mining laws were under
the direct supervision of Ministers,
of under secretaries, of wardens, who
were absolutely ignorant of all the
unwritten customs sad laws of mining.
And the inevitable result occurred.
Those wardens, under secretaries, and
Ministers were absolutely at the mercy
of every plausible boomster or schemer
who came along. In those days the
confidence trick was the most essen-
tial accomplishment of any mining man
in Western Australia; and that was one
of the reasons why some of us on the
goldifields were frequently much surprised
when we Saw from a speech or a letter of
a Minister the causes of his action in
some particular matter. The fact is that
those -Ministers, though perhaps the most
honest people we. had, were absolutely
ignorant of the laws which they tried to
adiinister. Since that time, though,
they have learned a great deal; and as a
rule the mining laws are administered by
people who have, at all events, a reason-
able degree of knowledge. I was glad
to hear the Minister state that after
examining the statistics of the Mines
Department he could not find any case
of a leaseholder of mining ground, who
bad tried legitimately and fairly to work
the round in accordance with the condi-
tions agreed upon, losing his property.
I am glad that the Minister emnphasises
that fact ; because dozens of people,
especially in London, do week after week
and month after month deliberately lie
in this respect.

MR. T~omAs:- Give us some quotations
to prove that.

MR. HASTIE - I will give the hon.
member 20 or 50 instances of the state-
ments being made by mining people, or
by their Press representatives, that hun-
dreds of good men have taken up in
England West Australian leases, and
that the leased ground has been jumped,
has been taken away from them, though
the leases were being legitimately worked.
I have seen those statements over and
over aga~in, and I am quite certain the
member for Dundas must have seen them
oftener than I. I am much surprised
that the hon. member should ask that
question, as those statements are one of
the most familiar features of mining cor-
respondence.

At 6-30, the SPEAKER left the Chair.
At 7'3O, Chair resumed.

MR. HASTIE (continuing) : I was
referring to the continuous complaints
made by people outside Western Aus-
tralia against our mining laws, and saying
we could scarcely wonder at that because
it is hardly conceivable that any people
having property in a State to which they
do not belong can really believe in the
laws of that State. Strangers are con-
tiuually finding fault. with countries with
which they have no connection. There-
fore this continuous agitation by absentees
goes on. It seems to be the most con-
tinuous agitation I have heard of. That
is probably the reason why Premiers and
others are always ready if possible to
meet these complaints. The Minister for
Mines in speaking made one very curious
remark. He said there were in the House
some members who were particularly
anxious to hand over everything to the
foreign investor on the one hand, and
that there were some members whom he
knew who declared that the foreign inves-
tor should be absolutely excluded.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: Are you
not straining that point a littleP

Ma?. IIASTIEf I do not think so from
the report in Hansar-d. The Minister
said he knew of some members in the
House who thought the foreign investor
should be absolutely excluded. We must
take this remark with a grain of salt. I
have had many conversations on mining
matters with most members of the Rouse,
and I am bou ud to say that I never spoke
to one member who took up that position.

LASSEMBLY.3 Secood reading.
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The position taken by everybody is that
whatever conditions exist with regard to
mining should be open to everyone; that
we should expect people owning mining
property in the State either to be here
themselves. or work their property, and
that every facility should be given to these

pepe ut that no superior facility should
be gwen Ito people outside the State. That
is the usual position taiken up. T do not
think it is fair to assume anything else.
I was referring to the fact that we had
in London perennial growlers. We can
scarcely take up a financial London news-
paper but that we find most fearful
crimes charged against this State, more
especially against the mining of the
State. Every week in London same
meetings are held at which it is shown
that there are mining speculators who
have been spending the bulk of their
time trying to cheat and euchre their
fellows. They have been lying in all
directions; they have been continually
getting into trouble, and they and the
newspapers always blame it on to Wes-
tern Australia. The consequence is that
a man requires to be pretty sure of his
own moral probity before he can risk his
name being connected with mining. That
is a serious matter not only from a
mining point of view but from a State
point of view. The real cause of that
seems to be that Western Australia hasB
never yet been represented by an efficient
Agent General. We have had three
Agents-General in London since our
mining era. These were Sir Malcolm
Fraser, Sir Edward Wittenoom, and Mr.
Lefroy, and however good and amiable
they maty be they were absolutely incap-
able for the position in which they were
placed. We never heard nf any of these
men championing their State, except
perhaps in one instance when Mr. Isefroy
took up the timber question, but not
having taken the trouble to go into the
details, he had to retire from the position
he had taken up. I feel confident Wes-
tern Australian mining especially will
never be considered respectable in London
until Western Australia. is represented
by an Agent General who can defend the
position of his State. I was saying some
time ago that we had. been subjected to a
most continuous agitation in th is country,
an agitation of a threatening natture, and
it has been effective. It has caused us

year after year to chiange our laws.
In the year 1886 we bad in this State
a Minink Act very similar to that
which obtains in Victoria. It was
pretty liberal; but in the year 1895
there was a great demand for leases
for the purpose of mining, and it was
found these leases required to be issued
at once, and a provision was placed in our
Act that th e old Australian rule by wh ich
no mining ground should be leased for at
least two years after the discovery of
gold was abandoned and leases were
issued at once. At that time it was
pointed out-I remember having read it
at the time in ffansard-by the member
for Cue and the member for West Perth,
that if that were done it would practically
stop alluvial working in this State, and

onte representations of these two
members it was agreed that leases should
be granted instantly, but the ordinary
miner should have an opportunity of
pursuing alluvial. That prevision worked
excellently and probably would have been
the law of Western Australia at the
present date ha it not been that rich
deep alluvial gold was found at Kanowna.
At that time mining was not developing
too well. There were little profits being
made and very much ground, much of it
containing deep alluvial, was being held
by speculative persons, and those gentle-
men, seeing that a large amount of money
was made in alluvial, madle a claim to
the alluvial. That particular claim was
not made by the people in Western Aus-
tralia but by people outside, so that very
soon after that, in 1898, this Parliament
obliged the foreigner by making him a
present of all the gold within his lease;
gold which he haid not contracted for, but
gold which he only had to ask for. In
addition to that, in 1890-I wish to call
attention particularly to this point, for it
is a curiousa one, and not very well known
-the Mining Act of the year 1886
allowed leases to be taken up for a period
of 21 years, and gave the leaseholder the
pre-emptlive right to again take up his
lease for another 21 years subject to what-
ever regulations might then be in force.
The Act of 1895 repealed that condition,
and onl y allowed leases to be taken up for
21 years, with no pre-emptive right. So
far as I cam remember, no one ever
troubled about the want of this provision,
and a curious thing is that during those
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five years when that provision was not in
existence we issued more leases thau pro-
bably the number issued by this or any
other country in a simnilar amount of time,
However, in the year 1900, the then Min-
ister brought forward an amending Mines
Bill in this House, and we enacted in that
ease that every leaseholder should have a
pre-emptive right to 21 years' renewal.
I have looked over the debates in connec-
tion with the matter, and I find that no
Minister and no member of this House,
Dot even a mining member, called atte-n-
tion to this point, neither did the wise
men in another place think it worth
while to call attention to it. The last
Parliament gave leaseholders a pre-
emptive right to renewal without one
single stipulation. By that Act the Far-
liament of this State gave to some people,
principally foreigners, a present of, to say
the least, two millions or three millions
of money. I have been speaking in very
general terms about this Bill. I have no
desire to go into details. I think it is
much better for us to discuss all these
things in Committee. However~there are
one or two matters I should like to call
the attention of the House to, and more
especially because the Minister seems to
consider it his absolute bounden duty to
do something for the poor foreigner who
happens to own some of our rich mining
ground. He wishes to continue that
system which has been in existence here
for three years, to give a pre-emptive
right to new leases. I do not know
whether we can alter that regarding leases
already in existence, hut I should like to
know some reasons why we should
have that provision regarding leases
now to be made. No one can for a
moment dream of seriously stating that
we axe likely to get better people to take
up our ground with that provision than
we should without it. A curious fact is
that it was during the time we had not
that provision in force that we had so
much ground leased. However, it is pos-
sible there will be a discussion on that
question when it comes up, but personally
I shall do my very best to persuade the
House to strike out part of that provision.
Then the Minister introduces a new
principle into the mining law. The

pI nciple upon which mnming is based in
thi and every other State is that mnuing

ground should be kept for people who

ill work that ground. One of the pro-
visions of the leases is that the lessees
should keep continuously working the
mines, and that whenever that condition
has not been carried out the people who
wish exemption from the labour con-
ditions shall state their case before the
warden in an open way, so that the
objectors shall hare an opportunity of
saying that the evidence adduced is wrong
or that the case is not good. The
Minister now proposes to grant under
certain conditions rights to exemption.
That, as far as I know, is new to Aus-
tralia, and it has not been seriously asked
for.

THE MINIsTER FoRt MiNEs: It is in
force in Tasmania.

Mna. HASTIES: It may be in force in
Tasmania. I was not aware of that1 but,
at the same time, even if it is in force in
Tasmania and in some other places. I do
not think it is wise. Another reason why
I have moy doubts as to this provision is
that here the Minister differentiates.
For instance, he makes the conditions
different for people residing in this State
from those which will apply to people
living outside this State, and although
the difference-extraordinary to relate,
and for the first time in any mining legis-
lation we have had for ten years-gives
the balance of benefit to people in this
State, still I do not think we should
introduce that principle. It does not
mnatter where a man stays; a, man who
lives abroad s houlId be treated in the samne
manner as a man who lives here. I
think it would he no hardship for people
to go before the warden in open court
and state their case, and we should not
introduce this most dangerous system.
Them the Miuister seriously tackles the
question as to the size of gold-mining
areas which should be held by one person

Ior one company. The present Act de-
clares that you can amalgamate leases up
to 96 acres. I am sorry the area is so
larxge. However, that is the position at
the present time, and we have to accept
it. The Minister apparently believes that
96 acres are not sufficient in all eases,
and for this reason, that it is very neces-
sary, or it is considered very necessary-,
to have a lease that runs over a good
length of the reef, and moreover many
gold reefs in this State, as in every other
State, have ain under reef. That requires
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that the mine should have a very large
amount of ground. A nd, even if 96
acres are allowed, there will be instances
where that is not sufficient to allow a
company to work its ground for a certain
length of reef and also to a certain depth.
I do not know very well how the system
the Minister proposes will work, but he
seemingly assumes that if we adopt his
particular way of doing it we shall abolish
that system of concentration of leases.

MR. TAYLOR: He provides for amalga-
mation.

MR. HASTIE: He provides for amal-
gamation up to 96 acres ; he also pro-
vides that under certain circumstances
the Minister can allow farther amalgama-
tion.

MR. TA.YLOR:- The line of reef.
MR. HASTIE: You cannot go farther

along the line of reef than 66 chains.
The object of the Minister is to allow a
farther amalgamation than that of 96
acres, in order to preserve the block
claimed. However, that is a. technical
matter, and we had better leave the dis-
cussion of it to the Committee stage.
One thing I will be prepared to do
most heartily, and that is to agree
to almost anything that will enable
us to go in for the total abolition
of the concentration of leases, a. thing
which has been a, greater curse to
mining in Western Australia than any
other trouble we know of. Thea. be-
sides, the Minister proposes-although
this is comparatively a small matter-
that when a man has a lease he shall
have the sole right to all minerals within
his lease, In the event of developing
copper mines down at Phillips River
and other places, that certainly will be
of benefit to the lessee. However, that
is about the smallest concession he gets.
Then there is another matter which re-
quires very close attention, that being the
provisin in the measure for the purpose
of peventing or limiting the stealing of
gold. I and very mnany members in this
House did our best to see what could
be reasonably done for the stopping of
gold stealing, but the more that is done
the more. we are asked to do. Every-
where we hear almost a demand that the
State of Western Australia shall con.
sider the property of the gold-mining
lessee as sacred, that he must be pro-
tected above everyone else, and in order

that he must be protected we must make
our local gold-worker open to every pos-
sible indignity, and render it almost

h ossblefora por man outside his
centre to work for ad sell his gold. The
Minister, I notice, has not listened very
closely to the demands of the people in
London, the predominant arbiters in
London, who demand what shall be done
by the people here, but he goes in some
respects much too far, and I wish to tell
him candidly that I and others cannot
follow him in the way he goes. This
measure is not in force, and if it were it
would only be for a very short time.
People would not stand it; they certainly
are not going to take a back seat alto-
gether and run the risk of being branded
as thieves and rogues, even for the sake
of respecting the property of the absentee.
There is no trotible whatever in protect-
ing a man's property if it is done reason-
ably, and if people will only tell the
truth, but it very often happens that the
report and anticipations of mnany are not
carried out. They must blame it to some
one, and they blame it to the miner or
somebody for having stolen gold.

Mu. Tnoxas:- Are you arguing that
no gold is being stolen ?

Mu. HASTIE:- I do not argue that
no gold is being stolen. I argue that
for every 10 ounces of gold stolen there
are men who will absolutely swear there
axe 20 ounces stolen. There is not a
tenth of the gold stolen that there ought
to be [might bel]. This allegation about
gold stealing is used as ant excuse.
However, when we look very carefully
over the provisions in the Bill we shall no
doubt improve them. I do not believe
that members representing other parts of
the State than the golddields are prepared
to allow people on the goldfields to suffer
such tremendous indignities as they are
asked to stuffer under this measure.

Ms. TiaomAs: What indignity will one
suffer under this Bill?

MR.. HASTIE:- I 'will tell you when
the Committee stage comes on.

MR. TAYLOR:- Do not leave too much
to the Committee stage.

U._ TiBoxks:- There is nothing against
an honest man.

'Mu. HASTIE:- A, tremendous lot
against an honest man. Supposing the
member for Dundas (Mr. Thomas) were
working a mine and I were working
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there, he would protect the property of
the absentee b 'y stripping me to see if I
had any gold, whilst half a dozen men
were looking on. He would look after
himself and say he was honest, whereas
those members in this House who know
both people will agree -with me that
they would suffer a far greater risk
from the bon. member than they would
from myself.

Mu. THOMdAS: Can you Suggest any
alternative proposal ?

MR. HASTIE;. Yes ; twenty of them.
Ma. Tnons: Then let us have them.
MR. HASTIE:- There is one very

curious thing that I remember for the
moment. If a man chaniges pieces of
gold, that is looked upon as a sale, and
that requires to be registered; in fact
that cannot be done nqjess one of the
parties has a license to) sell gold. Another
thing is that people outside a big centre
have very little chance of being able to
sell gold.

THE MINISTRa FOR MINES : We Make
Special provision for outside centres.

MRt. HASTIE: You cannot make pro-
vision for every case of this kind. It is
a tremendously difficult matter, and I
strongly protest against every small gold
worker being sacrificed for the sake of a
few people at Bouler. There are some
good provisions in this measure which I
will just mention. One of them is the
establishment of interim leases, and that
to my mind was the best provision in the
measure of Mr.LTefroy in 1898; andliwas
sorry that Something of that nature was
not adopted. The Minister has gone in
for that principle here, but can go far-
ther. To my mind it was one of the best
solutions, and almost the only solution of
the alluvial difficulty we hiave before us.
The present Minister has reduced the
price of miners' rights. He goes farther,
and abolishes the name " miner's right "
and substitutes "minor's license." U think
this is a great mistake, The term
"miner's right" has become a sacred

term in Australia. There is no reason
whatever why we should abolish it. If
we adopt the term " miner's license " let
us have both terms and say "miner's
right and license." There is nothing to
be gained in having tile term "license"
alone. it is proposed to reduce the price
from 10s. to Ss. Personally I would like
it to be reduced farther to half a crown.

MR. THOMAS: Why not reduce it to
nothingF

MR. HASTIE: There are a. number of
reasons why we should not do so; hut I
am glad the lion, member is with me that
it should be only a, nominal charge.
However 6s. is better than 10s.

MnR. TAYLOR: Not to the Treasury.
Mn. HASTIE: The Treasurer may

rest assured that under a 5s. charge he
will get three or four times the revenue.

Ma,. THOMAS: He Will get six times as
much.

Ma. HASTIE There are very few
minuers' rights taken out on the goldfields.
This provision is not very satisfactory.
The license is only given for one prop-
city, so that a inan cannot take uip two
properties.

THE MINISTRu FOR)MINES: Two prop-
erties of different classes only. It does
not affect taking up one claim and
abandoning it and taking up another. It
means that for a, machine area, for in-
stance, a miner will have to take out
another license.

MR. HASTIE: It means that the
man cannot be on two properties at one
time. All that is required is that, if a
man ta-kes up one property and then
another, he has to register the second to
make it safe. That is useless. It can,
however, be altered in Committee.
Another point is in regard to residence
areas. The bolder of a residence area
will get at better title than he has ait the
present day. Another thing I am glad
to see is the provision for areats for
sluicing. Members may remember how
the Minister for Mines in the last Parlia-
ment came to the House and assured us
that the one thing the goldfields people
wanted, was to allow any people who
came along to take up 10,000, 12,000 or
40,000 acres of lake lands for sluicing
areas. A provision or that kind was
enacted by this House, and has been in
force four or five years, but no one has
ever taken up the areas. The provision
is unworkable. The present Minister
for Mines takes a wiser course now in
limiting these areas to 48 acres, and the.n,
unless one proceeds very cautiously, there
is a risk that somie mistake may be made.
However, I think we can int rust the
Mines Department to allow sluicing
areas up to 48 acres on swamp lands.
Another alteration mnade is that of re-
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dining the areas of mineral leases from
160 acres to 48, and here I see one very
curious thing In the definition clause
we find that minerals also mean all
precious stones, aind one is allowed to
take up 48 acres of mineral leases, for
which the State gets 5s. per acre, and
may take not only all the minerals, but
also all the precious stones without paying
anything farther. Last year a. new dia-
monid field was found at Kimberley,
South Africa, and a Royal Commission
was appointed to see how it should be
worked. It 'was found on private ground.
The Royal Commission reported-and
recently I saw from a telegram that the
Transanal Government has adopted its
suggestion. Although the ground is on
private property the State is to get 60
per cent, of the profits of the industry,
and the owner of the ground 40 per cent.
This is not very strange in that part of
the world. It is only in Australia, and
Australia alone, that we show such intense
respect for the rights of the land-owners.
In Australia. we had a, soinewhat similar
case, only the find was not such a good
one. A few years ago in Western
Australia wo all believed we had got
diamsonds. We received great reports as
to the existence of diamonds. We got
some diamonds of all sorts of waters, and
firmly believed they, were good. Once
the Minister for Mines believed there
were valuable diamonds in Western Aus-
tralia. He rushed away as fast as he
could, and handed over 640 acres as a
gift to the first smooth-tongued boomaster
who camie along. This was Mr. Aehi-
movitch, who got the present of 640
acres of land as a reward claim for abso-
lutely no consideration whatever. I
mention this as a contrast to the manner
in which they deal with such things in
South Africa. There they give as a
reward claim an ordinary claimn of thirty
by thirty. Of course the comparative
richness of the ground is so much more
there than here. I next come to the
provision for limiting the area, of gold-
raining leases. I believe in this, hut
whether 300 acres is too much I cannot
saky. I am very glad to see also that the
Minister is introducing the system of
coal being paid by royalty. It is a new
system in Australia, but in Australia
alone. The system is very English.
There is scarcely such a thing as a. coal

Imine in Great Britain or in any part of
Europe on which a&royalty is not charged.
It should improve our mines in conse-
quence. One provision I notice is very
unusual. At any rate we would expect
the Minister to give very good reasons
before he can ask the House to agree to it.
It is to ask a man, before he applies for the
forfeiture of a lease, to deposit £10. l am
not aware of any reason why that should
be done, and I am confident that, if the
provision for a deposit of £10 is enforced,
the labour conditions; will not be carried
out to anything like the extent they are
at the present time. I do not know that
it is necessary. It has been proposed in

i times past to adopt £10 or £25 as a
deposit, but the idea has never been
carried out. I should like to know the
Minister's reasons.

TILE MINISTER FOR MINIe: It Will
only be enforced in trivial cases. The
war-den has the right to insist on £10
being put down.

Mi&. HASTIE:- I have seen a great
many jumping eases, and I am not aware
of one that could be said to be trivial. I
am not aware of a man going to any
expense in bringing forward cases, with-
out there being good cause. I know on
the other hand that there are numbers of
people, perfectly honest people, who will
go into a warden's court and tell the
greatest lies imaginable, and swear that
they were working a, lease every day of a
week, when it was. well known that they
bad not been within 100 miles of it.
Although that is done, and will be done
so glaringly, a man has to deposit £10
before he can bring a case before the
court.

Ma. MoEGA~s: Do you refer only, to
Capitalists F

Mn. HA 5TIE: My own experience is
thbat everyone will do this.

MR. MonoGAwS: I am glad you make it
general and do not particularise.

MR. HASTIE: Only in this case. I
was speaking of the Transvaal Govern-
ment. According to their new mining
laws, although diamonds may bea found
on private property, the State "1collars "
two-thirds of the value, which is a very
different way of doing things from wha
the Minister provides in this Bill. The
Minister takes up the position that
no man has a right to prohibit all
industry in a district, even if he owns
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the surface of the land, and that under
certain conditions the land-owner will
be compelled to allow minerals to be
worked on his ground. But our Gov-
ernment is very generous to the laud-
owner. They collect money on royalty, F
deduct expenses, and give over the
balance to the laud-owner, showing that
the present Minister for Mines is much
more solicitous for the poor land-
owner than the people in the Transvaal.
Dealing with Clause 281 the Minister
mentioned in passing that he allows
workers on mines to sue for four weeks'
wages.

THE MINISTER FOR MISs: Not to
sue; he has the first right over a first
mortgage. There is no such right at
present.

Mli. HASTIE: How is it at present?
THE MINISTER FOR MINES: The first

mortgagee comes in. By this Bill he will
have a right to a mouth's wages, even
though the Iroperty is mortgaged.

Ma. HASTIE: I think the Minister
has restricted the time too much. Four
weeks is far too short a time. We must
expect that outside big towns people
cannot possibly pay at shorter inter-
vals than on~e mouth. It is im-
possible to do so. At any rate, the
point can be discussed in Committee.
Provision for mining boards is omnitted
from the Bill. This provision is difficult
to discuss; because if we suggest that
mining boards should he instituted, we
are at once asked, "1Do you mean to
institute one board for the entire State,
or one for each district? " If we decide
on one for each district., we must create
50 or 60 mining boards, as we have that
number of mining centres. But one
board for each district would be very
unsatisfactory. I should like to see a
beginning made with mining hoards
having strictly defined powers. In Vic-
toria, and in other countries where mining
boards have general powers, they are in
many respects failures; and 1 think we
should avoid those evils if we started
slowly here. The alluvial difficulty does
not directly appear in this Bill. It is not
provided for as I should like, except in
regard to interim leases. An interim
lease is one under which two different
parties can occupy practically the same
ground, one working alluvial and the
other a reef or a lode. That provision is

very useful, and an extension of the
system would to a large extent prevent
any trouble about the rights of the
alluvialist. ITam not wedded to the exact

prvsons of the 1896 Act, though I
bleethat they were, in the circum-

stances, absolutely the best which could
have been made; but I wish to provide
that the alluvial deposits of this country
shall be opened to the people, and not
locked up. Many of us who have lived
in Victoria have had sad experience of
the trouble caused by the owners of
alluvial ground. Much of that round in
Victoria is private property, which cannot
be worked except on payment of royalties
to the owners; and I fear that much of
our mining ground. here, held for in-
stance under lease by people who
do not work the alluvial, will be
fankned out; and thus the legitimate
worker will be much restricted. We
wish, if possible, to keep down this most
pernicious systemn of letting out ground
on tribute. Every mining country I
know of has started tribute sooner or
later, and within a few years the sy stew
will be extended to this State. I am glad
that the Minister has taken specific. power
in the Bill to order tribuate-hut not
alluvial tribute-on leases which arc not
being Lised, and that he can, as is neces-
sary, fix the conditions of tribute. That
provision he can work very well; and I
have no doubt it will be a great improve-
ment. But, above all, this Bill should
provide that we shall not part with any
State rights except when it is absolutoly
neocssary to do so. The old cry that
unless we give liberal conditions people
will not engage in mining is untrue.
When the conditionsj are strict, in this as
in every other State, is exactly the time
when miost ground is taken up. Besides,
we do not need to go cap in hand to people
in London or elsewhere, begging thenm to
lend us money for development, or to
take up our ground. Our position is such
that they come to us; and we know from
experience that the more liberal and con-
siderate we are to themn, the more they
ask from us. Let us carefully discuss
and arrange this in Committee. The
battle-and we shall probably have a.
battle-will be fought on one side by
people like tbose who ask us to consent
to a land-grant railway. Those people
will say: "1If you make the conditions
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very liberal, and hand over to investors a
large strip of ground, you can depend on
its being to their interest to look af ter the
interests of the State." That is one side.
The other side will declare that we
ought to be sure that all the industries of
the State are open to the people of the
State who will work them. Such people
wish to encourage private enterprise, and
not to give one company or party the power
to stop all private enterprise except their
own. We do not -wish to check or throttle
the efforts of any people in the State who
will try to forward the mining indestry.
I hope some members who do not repre-
sent mining constituencies will bear with
some of us if we have to use language
more than ordinarily technical; I assure
them we shall do so because we believe
that much depends upon our mining laws.
Much depends on their liberality, and
whether or not we sacrifice too many of
the rights of the State for the benefit of
outside speculators.

MR. A. E. MORGANS (Coolgardie):
So far I have listened with unusual
interest to the debate, in view of the fact
that the Bill seeks to consolidate in one
statute all the miding laws of this State.
The object of the Minister for Mines in
seeking this consolidation is undoubtedly
a good object; for consolidation will
render the administration of the mining
laws far easier, anld will, I believe, make
more clear various obscurities which in
the past have hindered the enjoyment of
men's legal rights. I listened with
Pleasure to the Minister's speech, and
should like to congratulate him on its
clearness. Howvever, there are one or
two points on which I cannot agree with
him. Firstly, I think the tendency of
'his remarks was to show that the Bill
to some extent favoured mine owners
more than the old Acts favoured them.
Now I am sure the Minister really
believes what he says, At the same
time, I cannot perceive anything in this
Bill which will extend any favour to
mine owners that they did not possess
before the Bill was introduced. I way
say, with some regret, that so far as I
can understand the general tendency of
the Bill, it favours the workers muc~h
more than capitalists.

Ma. JoiaNsom: The -workers have bad
little favour in the past.

Mn. MORGANS:- That is a matter we
can discuss; but I think we ca~n safely
say that in no part of the world has the
worker in the mining industry received so
many advantages from the exercise of
his industry as in Western Australia,

MR. TAYLOBR: The same is true of the
employer.

Mua. MORGAN S. Well, I think to
some extent it is. But at any rate I
shall not quarrel with this measure
because I think it goes a long way to
favour the worker more than the mine
owner.

Ma. JoHNsoN: I am referring par-
ticularly to the alluvial.

Ma. MORGANS: Yes. But I can
see several points in this Bill which will
involve much discussion when in Com-
mittee; hence it is not my intention to
criticise it now clause by clause, but to
make a few generalreinarks on theindustry,
and on the speeches of the Minister and
of the member for Rano wna (Mr. Hastie).
As to the last-mentioned, the leader of
the Labour party, no one in the House
respects him more than 1. In any dis-
cussions involving the interests of Labour
in the House, I have always found his
tendency is to be moderate in everything;
and I do not think that as a rule one can
take any exception to the hon. member's
attitude. I should be the last to take

exception to it; for I believe he is at all
times animated by a desire to do what is
right, and that he fights very fairly for
the cause which he so well represents.
But I could not help feeling this evening,
when he was addressing the House,
that, owing no doubt to his anxiety
to place his side of the question as
favourably as possible before Parlia-
ment, the whole of the blamne for
the maladministration of mining in
this State was placed by the hon. mnem-
ber on ,the shoulders of the mine owners,
and oD those of them who have in many
cases the misfortune to reside in London.
No one will admit more readily than I
that there have been eases of malaod-
ministration of mining in this State; but
they are not peculiar to this State.
Such maladministration is common in all
countries where mining is a large and
established industry. But I will say
that 1 have not seen in this State any
worse cases of maladministration than I
have seen in other countries. And how
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have those cases arisenP The hon. mem-
ber says that they arose from the rapacity
of the London capita-lists, from the
rapacity of those managing the mines
here, and from no other cause. But
there is another side to the question. A
great many of the serious difficulties,
and I am sorry to say disgraceful pro-
ceedings with regard to mining, which
have come under our notice in West-
ern Australia, have arisen front the
rascalities of those who sold their
mines to the London capitalists. In
connection with this, although the mem-
ber for Kanowna made out a, very
good case for those he represents. I
imagine from what he said that he could
-not under any circumstances think that
those who found and sold wines here could
do any wrong at all. The wrong was on
the part of those unfortunate men who
buy these mines and lose their money.
I have some experience of mining, not
only in this favoured part of the world,
hut in other parts; anad I say with every
safety and confidence, and with every
truth, that some of, the most accomplished
rascals in the way of mine owners-those
who have discovered and opened up n
sold mines to capitalists-that I have
ever seen, I have wet in this State. I
would not for a nioment infer that the
member for Kauowna would offend these
gentlemen.

THE MINISTER FO1% MIRES: They are
usually "1mining experts."

Mat. MORG-ANS: They are men who
find mines and sell them. In order to
prove what I say. I -would like to inform
the House that on several occasions I
have been " salted " myself in this
country- I suppose members in the
House know what is meant by the term
"1salting." It means that gold has been
put into rock that is supposed to come
out of a mine, in order to deceive the
buyer. On several occasions this has
happened to me since I arrived in
Western Australia, and I will say, that
some of the cleverest acts of " salting "
that have ever come under my notice I
have seen in this State. One of the com-
mon practices in "salting" is for the
owner, this innocent owner for whose
honour the member for Kanowna is so
solicitous, this gentleman who wishes to
sell his m ine to the unfortunate capitali st,
to extend an invitation to the capitalist

*to accompany him into the face of the
drive. When this unsuspecting gentle-
man is taking samples until he has got
enough, the innocent mine owner assists
him to wrap them up and drops pieces of
gold into the parcel from under his
thumb nails. That is one way of
Isalting." I might describe other ways

that have come under my notice. I have
had great experience in this-[MEMBERt:
To your sorrow]-to my sorrow; but I
say that personally I have not suffered
very severely because I have always been
a little suspicious, and. probably for that
reason I have been able to defend myself
to a very considerable extent against
these intelligent and well-trained gentle-
men. Although I could describe to
members many systems of "1salting,"
there is one I would like to mention for

*the benefit of the House, and it may be
also for the benefit of some of my unsus-
pecting friends amongst the public of tbis
State, It is so unique, this system of
" salting," which I understand was intro-

Iduced into the State by a Victorian miner.
I had the pleasure of knowing him, and
he was certainly a most intellectual man,
a man of great capacaity, and I may also

Isay ho was full of energy and always had
designs on the pockets of the man who
had money. His plan of " salting " was
unique. He did not extend the courtesy
of going into the drives with the un-
fortunate buyer, but with an air of
honesty he would say to the buyer,
"You go down and look at this mine by
yourself. Take your own men, examine
the face and the main vein, and take
your samples. I am most anxious that
under no circumstances should I be sus-
pected of doing anything that is wrong,
or that you should run the risk of falling
into a. serious error." That seemed very
good on the face of it, and might be
rather misleading, as it proved in one
particular case that came under my
notice. This gentleman, whilst his
friends were in sampling the ine, got
behind some timbers in the shaft, and

*the unsuspecting buyer brought his
samples to the shaft, put them into a

*leather bag which in its turn was wrapped
in a canvas bag, and carefully sealed it
with his own seal, so that it was im-
possible for anyone to get at the samples.
Whilst he went back for a second
lot of samples, the gentleman behind the
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timbers had a hypodermic syringe con-
taining chloride of gold; and he inserted
die point of the syringe into the bags
and squirted the gold into the centre of
the samples.

Mit. RAsTE: Was he a Victorian?
MR. MORGANS8: Yes; a most intel-

ligent Victorian. I happen at the present
time to have a bag in my possession
showing the punctures of the syringe
and the marks of the chloride of gold on
it. That is a specimen of the system of
West Australian "1salting," a system I
had no acquaintance with before; and I
have kept this bag as a sample of what a
West Australian mine seller can do when
he finds it necessary to sell a mine -under
any circumstances whatever. I simply
mention these facts to show that, not-
withstanding the solicitude of the member
for Kanowna for the honour and welfare
of those he represents, there are men
amongst those he represents who are not
so absolutely honest, no more than the
unfortunate buyer who pays his money
for "a wild cat" and loses it, and gets
blamed for doing so. It is perfectly true
that a large amount of capital has been
invested and lost in the country through
investment in bad mines. That has
arisen from two principal causes. The
first is the possession by very dishonest
men of mines that are no good, and they
wish to sell them ; and secondly it is
through the inCcity of men who have
been sent out by London and other comn-
panies to examine mines, and who have
reported on mines after having been
"salted" and subjected to all kinds of
rascalities. They have reported favour-
ably on those properties and induced
unfortunate capitalists to put their money
into them. The whole of this system of
bad administration of mining can be
broughit down into these two narrow
channels. On the one hand we have dis-
honest men who wish to sell mines; then
you have the astutest man who allows
himself to be taken down by the mnan
who wishes to sell a mine.

THE MINISE POP. MiNES: What
about the bad management ?

Mn. MORGANS: I was not referring
to the management of mines. I shall
have something to say about that also.
Really I1 think th is House will agree with
me, notwithstanding that members are
prepared to pay attention to the remarks

and the solicitude of the member for
Kanowna for the side he represents, that
it is necessary Parliament should extend
some symupathy, attention, and protection
to those who put their money into mines
also. [Mn. Hisnn:. Hear, heat.] The
member for Kanowna appears to agree
with that, therefore -we bare nothing to
quarrel about. With regard to the
administration of mines, a great deal of
bad administration has been witnessed
in this State, and a. vast amount of
money has been spent recklessly in the
erection of machinery in the State.
There is no doubt, if we take Kalgoorlie
as the centre, probably we shall1 find
more unused machinery in proportion to
the output of gold there-machinery that
has been adopted and afterwards dis-
carded-than in any mining centre in
the world of the same size. I am afraid
the public very often take a view of that
position which is not quite the correct
one. A great deal of that has arisen
from the incompetence of those who
advised the unfortunate companies in
London, men out here acting as managers.
What can a board of directors do in
London? [ME~MBER: The Associated,
for example.] Yes, the Associated is an
example. They send men out here. to
administer their mines; a. report is sent
home to them, and they receive advice
from their trusted manager as to the
class of machinery necessary to working
that mine successfully and profitably.
One can hardly blame London companies
if they have to accept the advice of these
men. They do all they can to investigate
the facts of the case; theyv do all they
can to get confirmatory evidence of the
soundness of the advice given to them,
and finally they have to trust these men,
or body of men, who are advising them
in this State, and trust them and act on
their advice.

MR. Jonnson;: There are cases in
which the London people have not sent
out the machinery they were advised to
send.

Mn. MORGAN S -There are cases of
that kind, but the majority of instances
in tbis country have arisen through the
London directors following bad advice
given to them by their manmagers in this
State. I know there are many instances
in which good managers have advised the
boards in London to take steps in regard
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to administration, and the boards have
done something else. I want to look at
this in a& spirit of fairness, and the
information, I am attempting to give to
the House I want to give with a view to
its being as reliable as possible. I want
the House to take the proper view of the
position, and my reason for doing so is
that we have flow before us one of the
most important measures that has ever
been introduced into the House, a con-.
solidating Bill, and this Bill contains
provisions that are entirely new. Although
it is a consolidation of other Acts, it is still
a measure containing new clauses that will
have tobe carefully discussed in Committee.
There is one other point in connection
with mining I would like to call attention
to, and that is the "boodling" side of
mining. I have been trying to get a
proper definition of the word "1boodling."

MR. BATH: I have one here.
Mn. MORGANS:- Up to the present

time I have not succeeded in getting a
definition that seems to fit into the inter-
pretation given to it in Western Aus-
tralia, and in Australia. generally.

MR. HAsTIE:' What do you suggest ?
Ma. MORGANS: I am going to give

my view. I am sure the energetic mem-
ber for bit. Margaret (Mr. Taylor) 'would
say at once, "1You are a good example of
a boodler yourself." I am perfectly sure
that if' I could only read his thoughts at
the present moment that is the reply he
would give to my question. I do not
know whether my hon. friend the member
for Kanowna (Mr. Hastie) would go quite
so far as that, but at any rate I believe
he thinks it at times. My interpretation
of this word, as9 far as ITam able to under-
stand it from the very wide application
it has had in Australia, is that a boodler
is one who tries to get at the pocket of
another. If that be the correct interpre-
tation of this word, I am bound to say
that the champion boodlers of Australia
are the Labour party themselves. I
think I must apply thist to my hon.
friend the member for Kanowna. They
have done me the honour since my advent
into this State to call me the " gilt-edged
boodler." I believe some of these gentle-
men, in conferring this honour upon me,
have conferred one which I do not de-
serve, but if the correct interpretation of
this word be the one I have given to this
House, if I am a gilt-edged boodler my

hon. friends the Labour party are"1 gilded
boodlers," becautse they are gilded en-
tirety. I am sure my friends on that
bench will take mny remarks as in no
-way offensive to them. [Interjection by
MR. TAYLOR.) To be a successful boodler
requires the capacity and the intellec-
tual power of a labour leader. My hon.
friend is not accusing me of this, but at
the same time mny hon. friends among the
Labour organisations of this State have
done me altogether too much honour. I
thank them for it, but I flaw wish to hand
the palmn and crown to my hon. friend the
member for Kanowna, and henceforth let
him be known as the "1gilded boodler " of
Western Australia. Something has been
said about the amalgamation of leases.
Why should leases not be amalgamatedP
There is not another industry in Australia
that is so hedged round. by conditions as
the mining industry. If a man takes up
a farm of a thousand acres in Western
Australia he is not hedged round with any
conditions as to the number of men he
shall employ on it, nor is he hedged round
as to what he shalt do, except in this
case-if a man comes to the Government
and seeks a. concession for land under the
Land Act, he may take up a, thousand
acres, and under the various Lana Acts
of this State, which are most liberal, the
Government say, "You may take up a
thousand acres of this land, you may have
it for 10s. per acre, and you mavy take 20
years to pay for it; you have to pay for
it at the rate of 6d. per acre per annum."
I believe the only condition attaching to
that is that the person applying for the
land in taking it up has to spend an equal
amount upon improvements. The Minister
for Lands will correct me if that is not so.

MEMxBER: And reside on it.
Ma. FoluLKSs: Not in every case. If he

does not reside on it he has to do double
the amount of labour.

MR. MORGANS: Taking it under its
worst aspect-and r thank the member
for Claremont (Mr. Foulkes) for having
enlightened me on this point-the man
taking up a thousand acres of land has to
pay 10s. per acre for it; that is £600;
he then has to expend in 20 years another
£500 -upon it. If he takes up that land and
does not reside upon it, then he has to
spend £11,000 upon it. I believe I am
correct in that view. That is the position
of the man 'who takes up land. There is
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no other condition placed upon him. Re is
not told that he has to employ so many
men to work that land, nor is he told
that if he keeps that farm for so many
days without so many men being em-
ployed, someone may come down upon
him and take that land from him. No ;
it is only upon this unfortunate mining
industry that these conditions are en-
forced. It is only regarding the mining
industry that the Government say, "1Here
is a piece of land, 24 acres; you mast
keep four men working upon it; you
must pay those men a certain wage; and
if you do not do that your lease will be
forfeited." Although to those who are
working mines on a large scale or a
moderately large scale in this country,
these are not conditions that press
heavily, to a large section of the mining
community they are very serious in-
flictions. They are very serious obliga-
tions, and if you search the annals of
Australian legislation you will see they
are not imposed upon any industry except
that of mining. Why should this be ?
[Interjection by bIR. TAYLOR.] The
farming industry lends itself in exactly
the same way to these obligations. Why
should at farmer take land and lock it up
aniy more than the miner should take
land and lock it up'? I say there is no
logical reason -why these conditions
should he imposed upon a mine any more
than upon land. I can show that there
is no other industry in this State taxed
and imposed upon the same as the
mining industry-IHR. THOMAS: Rear,
hear]-and I will challenge any member
of this House to show that there is any
other industry in Australia, that is so
hedged round with conditions as is the
mining industry. Why is this? The
whole thing resolves itself into a political
question. The industry has been hedged
round in this way in order to satisfy the
demands of labour legislation, and that
alone. It is a protection to the working
man of Western Australia and Australia
generally. [Interjection by Mu. TAYLOR.]
We would very gladly pay a royalty here
without these conditions. The whole
position resolves itself into this: the
reason why the mining industry has been
oppressed with all these Serious burdens
is in order to protect the working man.
[Mu. JoHlqsoN: No.] There is no other
reason, That is absolutely the only

reason why these conditions are imposed
upon mining. Personally, I have no
objection to these labour conditions,
because if a man is working a mine upon
a fairly large scale, or a, la-rge scale, these
labour conditions do not affect him; amd
when the Minister for Mines was speak-
ing the other night I could not help
taking notice of this:- he emphasised the
fact, or rather what he assumes to be the
fact, that there is a strong feeling abroad
against the nature of the mining laws in
this State. I think I can assure the
bon. gentleman that it is not so as far as
London is concerned. Members will find
instances of companies directed in London
which have raised strong object-ions
against the mining laws of Western
Australia; but these have been cases
where some special wrong has been
experienced by them, where the pressure
of these mining laws has been felt after
they have spent probably a whole fortune,
or half a fortune, or perhaps two fortunes,
on a wine, and the whole thing has been
lost, and these men have been very sore
about it. That is not to be wondered at;
but if you take the general community in
London, they do not raise serious objec-
tion against our mining laws.

TaxE MINISTRx FOIL MINES:- You re-
member the petition that was sent over?

BIa. MORGANS: There was a petition
sent by the Chamber of Mines, snd. they
represented certain cases where the mining
laws bore heavily upon the industry.

THtE MINIsER FORL MINxE: They asked
that they should be given a title to the
land after spending £210,000.

MR. MORGANS; Who is more entitled
to it than men who have spent £10,000
upon it P I would like to remove from
the Minister for Mines the impression
that the mining laws of this State are
objected to in London. That is not so,
but the great difficulty that appears in
London to-day, the great difficulty that
presents itself in Western Australia
to-day, with regard to mining is the
labouir Legislation of this State. That is
the difficulty, That is mere felt than
any other part of the conditions con-
nected with the mining industry. The
Labour legislation may or may not be
proper. For my own part I think that
proper protection should be given to
everyone in this State or in any country,
wherever he may be, but the tendency in
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this State at the present time is to act
unfairly to the employer of labour and
to give unfair advantages to the employee.
That is the tendency, and that is the
difficulty which we who are interested in
the development of mines in this State
have to face.

MR. JOHNSON: Which piece of legisla-
tion are you referring toP

MR. MORGANS : I am referring to
the Conciliation and Arbitration Act for
one.

MR. JOHN1SON: That is not a labour
Act.

MR. MORGANS: Oh, yes ; certainly.
I do not think the member for Kalgoorlie
(Mr. Johnson) could suggest to me any
employer of labour who forced any Gov-
ernment to bring forward such legislation
as that.

MR. JOHNSON : It is protection to
them.

MR. MORGANS: I do not think there
would be a single ease brought forward,
and I am perfectly sure the hon. member
in his serious moments would not deny
that the Arbitration and Conciliation Act
is essentially a labour measure. That
is perfectly clear. I am not speaking
against this measure. I am simply point-
ing out to the Minister, aind to the House,
and to this country, that what is now
creating great difficulties in the develop-
ment of the mining industry of the State
is Labour legislation; and I think I can
speak with authority on this point.

MR. TAYLOR: The mining reports do
not bear you out.

MR. MORGANS: Every fact in con-
nection with the industry will bear out
what I am saying. When we get into
Committee it is my intention to raise some
discussion on some clauses in the Bill.
It is the law that every leaseholder must
employ four men on 24 acres. It is per-
fectly right, legitimate, and proper that,
if he is working one lease and owns ten
other leases arond and employs the
whole of the labour required on the ten
leases on one lease, he is faithfully com-
plying with the law; and the system of
concentration is only a fair one. I have
had various conversations with the repre-
sentatives of Labour in this State. I can
say that it is with great pleasure I have
discussed these points with them, and,
although they have not agreed with me,
I am perfectly assured that, in the con-

sideration of this question of concentra-
tion of leases, if they would look at it as
business men and apart from their pre-
judices as representatives of Labour, they
would agree with me it is only right and
proper that any man, who owns a lease
and has other leases surrounding it, and
emp)loys on that one lease the menrequired
by the labour conditions to be employed
on the other leases, has a perfect right to
the concentration of these other properties.

THE MINISTER FOR MINS: DO YOU
speak of adjoining leases ?

MR. MORGANS: Yes; though it
does not make any difterence if they are
a lease or two apart. The question
whether the inine-owvner has complied
with the law when he employs on one
lease the labour that must be employed
on ten leases. I think it is so, and I
appeal to every man, and to the Labour
members and to their sense of justice,
whether it is not a fair proposition that,
where a large amount of capital is being
spent upon a mine, and a large amount
of labour is being employed (very often
ten times what the law demands), the
mne-owner should have the right to con-
centrate afl the labour upon any part of
his property. I think every fair-minded
muan in the House and in the State will
agree with me that it is a proposal which
is reasonable and just.

MR TAYLOR: 'Prom the mine-owner s
point of view.

MR. MORGANS: I think it is from
every point of view. I am appealing to
the reasonable sense of justice which, I
am sure, belongs to the member for
Mount Margaret (Mr. Taylor) as to any
other man. I am not speaking from my
own point of view. I am appealing to
the sense of the people inside and outside
the House that it is a matter of justice
and right alone, and on that alone I am
appealing. I do not think for one
moment it can be said that the workers
in this State are not well treated. This
is my belief. I am an employer of a
large amnount of labour, and I am glad to
state in this House that I do not, for one
moment, believe at the present time
ninetyv per cent. of the men engaged in
mining operations in which I am in-
terested, and employed by the companies
I represent, are receiving more money
than they have a right to receive. I am
making this statement before my friends
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on the Labour bench, in order that they
may see I am not cavilling at the rate of
wage these men receive. The circum-
stances of themen justify it. There isno
doubt inenrcceivinggood wages will always
perform better service than discontented
men with poor wages. That is a matter
upon which every sensible business man
will agree. I am explaining the view I
hold. There are no miners in the -world
-taking the great majority of themn-
who are doing better than the miners of
Western Australia. They are prosper-
ouis, and I think the great majority of
them are contented. They are earning a
very high rate of wage, and, in many,
instances, the employer can very well
afford to pay that wage. However, there
is another side to the question. There
are many employers in this State who
cannot afford the rate of wages paid at
the present time-wages which are fixed
arbitrarily by the Arbitration Court.
That is one of the features of that Arbi-
tration Court to -which I think, from a
business point of view, one is obliged to
take exception and raise objections. It
is impossible to fix any particular rate of
wage that will apply to two or three, or a
dozen industries at the same time. One
mine might he very prosperous, and be
able to pay the wage; but the adjoining
mine, or a mine 10 miles away, might not
only be unprosperous but in the unfortu-
nate position of losing money, and that
mine is not in a. position to pay the wage
that the prosperous mine can pay.

Ma. JOHNSON: The same work is per-
formed.

Mn. MORGANS:- Yes; hut with
regard to the possibility of the owner
paying wages, I say that in one case it is
impossible to do it, and in the other ease
it is quite possible.

MR. JOHNSON: How would you treat
these mon if the mine improved I'

Mu. MORGANS: I would raise the
scale of wages to the highest possible
point.

Ms. BATH: Would you compensate a
man for proving your mine P

MR. MORGOANS: The employer has
to take risks, and the men too. If it is
the good fortune of a man to work in a
mine which is paying well, and he is
receiving good wages, I say it is to
his advante, and he is in a happy
position; hui a man goes to another

owner to employ him, and the mine is not
paying, the owner should be able to say
" I cannot work this mine and give you
the wages that the man can who has a
profitable and valuable mine," and it
should be open to the man seeking
employment to say: "I ami quite willing
to work for you for a less wage," That,
however, is the difficulty of the Arbitra-
tion Act, for this canot he done.

Mn. TAYLOR: It is the prosperous mi nes
in this State which have cited the men
to the Arbitration Court.

Mn. MORGANS: Probably, because
the prosperous mine owner did not think
the men's demands were justified. In
th whole of the mines with which I am
connected we have never cited any. I
suppose the reason is that certain de-
mands made by the men were considered
to be unfair and unjust.

MR. Ttnox: The reduction in the
scale of wages was demanded by the
Chamber of Mines.

THE MINISTER FOR MINs: This will
not affect the labour covenants.

NEx. MORGANS: I am simply trying
to impress on the Minister for Mines
that it is not merely a question of mining
laws being distasteful. It is all I am
trying to prove, and I do not think I need
go any farther. The member for
Kanowna (Mr. Hastie) said something
about diamond mines in the Transvaal.
I believe he made a, statement that in
certain mines recently found in the Trans-
val the Government had determined to
take 60 per cent. I do not know the
facts of the case, but I think I can assure
the hon. member that what he Said is
absolutely incorrect. No Government in
South Africa would do anything of the
kind. The laws are that any man who
ow'is the property owns the mine; but
the Government can come forward and
compel him to open his land to the
development of mining, and say, to him,
if he has a, farm of a thousand acres, that
he may take ten per cent. of the whole--
that is 100 acres in the case of a 1,000-
acre farm, while the other portions may
be taken up on license by anyone
who wishes to mine. I believe the owner
receives half of the mining fees. There-
fore, so far as the Transvaal laws are
concerned they are far more liberal than.
here. Now the whole question with re-
gard to the disposal of the rights of gold
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and ither minerals in this State resolves
itself into one question. On the one
hand the Governments of Australia have
said that every mine shall employ so
much labour, and this is done to protect
the worker-the object and only reason
of the law. Whatever may be the
reason, that is the law. I say there is
another way to cover the position of
the country, and Government and the
worker. Theme is a means of charging a
heavy rent for the mine. That goes into
the Treasury. There is also a charge of
royalty to be madle for the production of
gold. There are many ways of dealing
-with this question, but, in Australia,
Australian statesmen and Australian
laws have pronounced in favour of labour
conditions. Very well, we work under
these conditions: but I say it is the
duty of this Government and of every
Government in Australia, when deal-
ing with laws relating to the develop-
ment of the mining industry, to

g .ive to the employer, as well as to
the employee, even-handed justice. It
is reight the employer should receive
the same protection as the worker,
and, if the Minister for Mines can
show that this Bill does so, I have no
objection to raise to it in any way,
and it is my intention to assist the
Minister to carry this Bill safely through
the House. I intend to criticise severely
some of its provisions, and I now desire
to tell the Minister that I think, after a
casual glance through the measure, that
generally speaking its conditions favour
the worker more than they favour the
mine owner and the capitalist.

Mx., T. Hf. BATH (iHannans) : A com-
mon remedy suggested by most people,
when they consider that the mining
industry is suffering from "1that tired
feeling," is a dose of mining legislation;-
and it is not to be wondered at that in'
the Premier's policy speech, delivered

prior to this session of Parliament, he
foreshadowed the introduction of a new
Mining Bill, which Bill we have now before
us. I should like to point out, however,
that we should not in such matters place
too munch confidence in legislation ; and I
suppose I shall only be uttering a plati-
tude, but nevertheless a truism, in say-
ing what has been said before, that
in all such measures we should aim
at perfecting the administration, rather

than rely so much upon the Bill itself.
Take, for instance, the measure of 1895.That was in many respects one of the
most liberal.1Mining Acts in the Common-
wealth; but owing to incompetent ad-
ministration, owing to the ffwt that the
Act was adidnistered by a Minister, anl
Under Secretary, and wardens, who knew
very little of their business, it frequently
resulted in a great deal of trouble. In
1898 a new M3ining Bill was introduced,
which was amongst the slaughtered
innocents ; and in the next session a
brief measure dealing with one or two
salient features was passed, but it only
made the position under the 1895 Act con-
siderably worse. However, we know that
we must have some measure dealing with
the very important industry of mining;
and that measure should be as precise, as
clear, as comprehensive, as liberal, and as
progressive as this Parliament can pos-
sibly make it. When the clauses of that
measure concern weighty issues, they
should set forth explicitly what the Bill
intends in regard to each particular issue,
as little as possible being left to the dis-
cretion of the wardens and other officials
who have charge of the administration.
This involves the issue -whether we shall
make the Mining Bill comprehensive, and
leave little to government by regulation,
or whether we shall have a brief Bill, and
give wide powers to those charged with
its administration. I say, if we accept
the latter alternative, there is a strong
necessity for mining boards in this State;
because if we leave the administration to
the warden of each district, very often he
is not acquainted with the local condi-
tions, and it would be absolutely impos-
sible for him to do justice to the industry
unless he had someone with a knowledge
of the local conditions to advise him. IL
however, pin my faith to a clear, com-
prehensive measure, one which leaves as
little as possible to local administration,
and which therefore largely does away
with the necessity for mining boards.
The Minister said in his speech that there
were two sections in the community who
would not be satisfied with the B3il: on
the one band the foreign capitalists, who
are desirous of getting as much as pos-
siible out of our mines, with utter dis-
regard of any other interests than their
own, and on the other, those who wish to
bencouxage as much as possible local enter-
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prise, and who have a rabid desire to do
away with the foreign capitalist. Person-
ally, I believe that the Minister, if lie
attempted to take what he considers a
middle course, would be like the old man,
his son, and his ass, who attempted
to cross the bridge. I believe that
the Minister should, when dealing with
this Bill, keep as far as possible in his
mind's eye the interests of the State,
and leave those two sections of the com-
munity to look after themselves. I will
plead guilty to being desirous of having
our mines worked as far as possible by
local enteirprise, whether by the indi-
vidual or by an incorporated company.
Buot I should not for one moment coun-
tenance any movement which would
exclude the foreign capitalist; and I do
not think there are many people in the
community who have a rabid desire to
exclude him. On the other hand, I
believe there are many who wish to place
our mining industry on the same plane
as the mining industry in Queensland
and Victoria, where to a. large extent the
mines are worked by local enterprise.

MR. MORGANS: They are seeking
foreign capital now.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: And find
it hard to get.

Ms. BATH: Although the prodution
of gold in New South Wales is bitt one-
fifth of that of Western Australia, the
number of men employed in the mininug
industry there is considerably larger than
that em~ployed hero. Clause 117, as in
previous Mining Acts, declares in ex-
plicit terms for State ownership of gold,
silver, and other precious metals, not only
in Crown lands but in lands which have
been alienated from or are in process of
alienation from the Crown. Having
declared that principle, I Say it is the
duty of any Minister charged with the
administration of the Mining Act, and of
any Parliament dealing with such a
measure, to keep in view the interest of
the State as a. paramount interest, and
while conserving that interest, to do
nothing which will hamper the invest-
ment of capital, whether it be foreign or
local, whether it be the capital of a comn-
pany or of an individual. Now I cer-
tainly must say the experience of thle
Australian colonies has been that this can
best be done by means of lease conditions
and labour covenants, which should be as

light as is consistent with the conserva-
tion of the interests of the State. But
the ]nine owner Says that these lease
conditions and labour covenants have had
a hamapering effect on the mining
industry ; and it is as wvell to inquire
right here what has been the primary
cause of any Stoppage of investment of
capital in this country, if such s-toppage
has taken place. Thle mine owners and
their representatives in this. State advance
various reasons for the stoppage, one of
which is insecurity of tenure. I. believe
that the efforts of the majority of mine
owners and of their representatives in
this State have been directed towards
sscurina pflactically the fee simple of
their mines. But I say that if we for a
moment grant the fee simple, we shall at
once abrogate the provisionsinourexisting
Acts corresponding to Clause 117 of the
Bill, declaring the absolute State owner-
ship of minerals ia Crown lands aucl in
lands al ienated from the C rown. Another
reason advanced for stoppage is that the.
labour conditions are altogether too
stringent.

MR. MORGANS: Not for the capitalist,
but for people developing their 'nines.

MR. BATH: Well, those developing
their mines are not those who in the past
have complained of the stringency of
labour conditions. Being a mining man,

take a big interest in the industry, and
study as far as possible everything con-
nected with it; and in My experience the
majority of complaints have come from
the mine owners in the old country and
froin their representatives in this State.
I do not know of any bona fide mining
company working their own property in
a legitimate mianner being hampered by
the labour conditions which have ruled in
this country. Even under the old condi-
tions which rendered obligatory' the emn-
ploymeat of one man to every three
acres, the legitimate mining propositions
were not to any extent hampered. It was
only the muau who desired to sell his in ne
for speculative purposes, and who had no
desire to do an-y legitimate work, who
comlplainied as to the labour conditions.
On the other hand, what about the man.
who, nder cover of his miner's right,
takes up a modest claimY Year in and
year out he has to observe certain condi-
tions infinitely more stringent in propor-
tion to the area of the property than the
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mining conditions imposed on lessees;
and I have never beard any complaint
from miners of the labour conditions,
though the prospectors and the alluv-ial
men have in the first instance been the
backbone of this country, they being
responsible for the primary development
of our mining industry. Another cause
advanced by mine owners for the stoppage
-and this one has been dealt with by
the member for Coolgardie--is the pro-
hibitive rate of wages. I have rio desire
to discuss that cause in detail, for I
think it is somewhat foreign to the Bill.
Had the hon. member been present
during the debate on the Address-in-
reply, he would know that members of
this (Labour) bench completely disproved
the charge that the awards of the Arbitra-
tion Courthad increased the cost of mining
in this country; and I can recommend the
hon. member to a perusal of the report
of the Mines Department for 1902, which
gives the lie to any statement that the
awards of the Arbitration Court have in
any way hampered the industry. He said
the arbitrary awards of the Court had
had this effect. But were not the em-
ployers represented in that court equally
with the employees, and do we not
rely for an ultimate decision upon at

Judge of the Supreme Court ? I regret
that not only from the employers but
from the emplo 'yees also we have had
continued imputations against the mem-
bers of the Arbitration Court, and state-
ments which. have done considerable
damage to the principle of conciliation
and arbitration, a principle which I hope
has come to stay, and which I hope will
have not only the good effect on Western
Australia which it has had on other
countries, but will set the pace for other
civilised countries to follow. Coming to
what I consider the real cause of the
cessation of investment in our mines, I
can cordially agree with the member for
Coolgardie, for I believe that in the past
we have not taken sufficient care of the
interests of investors in this State; and
when I speak of investors I speak of them
apart from the directors, mining experts,
and those who constitute the committees
and the chambers of commerce in the old
country who are coutinually decrying the
rmnig resources of Western Australia.
When I came to this State in January
of 1896, I found the State in the

incipient stages of a, boom, and when I
went to Kalgoorlie I was simply amazed
at the number of 3-ounce propositions of
which that district was possessed. Every-
where, on all sides, there were dozens,
several miles on each side of the town-
ship, of leases pegged out in all direc-
tions, and there was not one lease in that
district but had 3-ounce propositions
within its pegs. And every where we had
a crop of budding mining experts draw-
ing fees of hundreds of guineas for
reporting on properties, and the business
of selling properties to the British investor
was going along merrily. I saw one
instance where a company was capital-
ised for £250,000. It was formed in
the old country first and then they cabled
out to their favourite mining expert in
Western Australia to find them a nice
property. A party of gentlemen hired a
drag, all gilded experts--I should call
them all gilded hoodlers-and they looked
around for a guide and they found one
well-known expert and he said " Let us
go south-west; I always have luck in
that direction." They drove out into
that region which was living with mono-
polists, and they struck a nice range of
h-ils and they said, " This will do," and
they pegged out 50 acres. That com-
pany has gone hung; the property is
still there; and there is no trouble in
finding many of these 3-ounce proposi-
tions which existed in 1896 still in exis-
tence. The 3-ounce mining propositions
are still there: the gold has never been
obtained. Then there was the over-
capitalisation of our mines, and here
again I give a specific instance. I know

on many-I had the honour of being
1.permitted to go out to help to shepherd

it-which was floated on 150,000 shares
of £51 each. The promoters got 100,000
full y paid-up shares, £230,000 was paid-
up capital, out of that they scooped
£20,000 cash and left a working capital
of £210,000 to carry on the mine ;and
all that the prospector who sold the
property got wa25,000 cash.

MR. THOMAS: Was that an Adelaide
crowdP

Ma. BATH: It was an Adelaide
crowd. It was floated in the old country
but it was an Adelaide crowd. All the
prospector got, after doing all the pros-
pectin~g work, and going through all the
vicissitudes of prospecting, was £5,000
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cash. I need hardly say that property is
still there and still unworked. [UpR..
THomAs: No good?] As far as the
property is concerned, they did nt"salt"
the mine. They worked it down to 100
feet, drove one way and found the end of
the lode, drove another way and found
the end of the lode there, and they left
it like that. They said, "1It looks good,
and we will wait for the mining expert
to come along." This was the way in
which the investor was plundered in
1896, 1897, and 1898, and we cannot be
a bit surprised if there is a stoppage of
.the influx of capital. This is what I
consider the chief root of the trouble,
and it is the only thing the Bill does not
stop. Some of these mining experts and
promoters became respectable. They
made money in this way, had some luck,
and got into decent mining propositions,
and now they have the boiler-plate
audacity to get up and talk about
Western Australia hampering mining
conditions and labour conditions and
being detrimental to the interests of the
British investor. It has even been pro-
posed by some of them, now they have
become respectable, that in future when
properties are being floated the State
Mining Engineer shall be sent by the
Government to report, and his report
shall be printed along with the prospectus.
I think such a scheme as that imapracti-
cable. For such a man the salary we
would have to pay would be absolutely
prohibitive. Something might be done
iii this direction:- where a certain specified
percentage of the shareholders considered
their mine not being worked properly,
or that they are being swindled in
Western Australia,, if they presented
a requisition to the Government and
asked that the Government should
allow the State Mining Engineer to
make a report I would be in favour of
such a. proposal. being embodied in the
Bill or some other measure which might
deal directly with that question. I will
say there is one body of men in this
State and a body of gentlemen in London
who should deal with this question in a,
more effective fashion than they have in
the past. As far as I know, they have
completely neglected this aspect of the
quesition-the '; are the Western Aus-
tralian and London Chambers of Mines.
If these bodies took this question up and

pilloried the particular plunderers who
have worked so detrimentally to their
interests in the past, and make known to
the investing world how they have plun-
dered. the investor, much good would be
dlone. Instead of that, these bodies pub-
lish inaccurate statements as to wages and
the evils they suffer under as to the con-
ditions of the leases. In regard to the
particular proposals in, the Bill, I cannot
say I view with any favour the proposal
to do away with miners' righbts and busi-
ness licenses, and instead adopting what
is known as mining licenses. There is a.
certain hallowed tradition. grown up
around miners' rights, and I would be
sorry to see that form done away with.
I fail to see why we should do away with
business licenses, for which the State
receives £4 a year, and instead have
mining licenses for which the State
receives 5s. The Minister for Mines has
not received any coinplaints that I know
of from people who have obtained these
business licenses, at least we have not
heard any complaint, and I am sorry to
see the Minister for Mines disregarding
the interests of the Treasury in such a
manner as this. Then there is the ques-
tion of the absolute right of renewal of
leases after a. term of 21 years being
granted under the Bill. I absolutely dis-
approve of that. We have no right to
commit this Parliament to such a step as
that. t-et us rather rely on the Parlia-
ment in existence at the termination of

'the term to see that justice is done to
those who 'hold the leases. Another
point that has arisen, and with which
the member for Coolgardie dealt to-
night, is the amalgamation of leases.
Under the present Act we allow com-
panies to amalgamate to the extent
of 96 acres, and I believe we have really
gone too far in allowing an amalgamation
to that extent. Where would the mining,
industry he on the Hannans belt to-day
if in the first instance land was taken up
in large areas to the extent of 96 acres.
It would practically be in the same posi-
Lion as the "Cosiopolitsan" and the
" Sons of Owalia." There are a number

iof mines, some holding 24 and some 48
acres. It would be to the interests of a
district that the area should be small.
On the other hand, if the area be too
small we shall hamper the industry in a
way. People would not be desirous of
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investing in mining properties if the area
was too small. An area of 48 acres is
quite sufficient for any' mining company
to invest their money and get a good
return. Some special considerations
could be given. There are always excep-
tions to these rules, and in this instance
we should have to adapt our milling legis-
lation to special cases. I want always to
see the mining legislation made as fair as
possible and adapted to special mass. We
shall always have sources of complaint
against the administration of our mining
laws if we do not. It has been stated as
a reason for allowing larger amalgama-
tion of leases that it will tend to economy
in the working of our mines. Let us say
to-morrow an amalgamation of leases on
the Hlanans belt was permitted, we
would have certain mining plants done
away with, we would have managers and
workmen and officials whose services
would be dispensed with, and we would
have the holders of these mines pointing
out the great assistance the amalgama-
tion had effected. That is all right if we
could guarantethe money saved in that
amalgamation being invested in other
directions in our mining industry, but the
probability is that they would just collar
the money and Western Australia would
be so much the poorer. We shall find
just as much necessity as we find in our
land legislation, to protect ourselves
against the amalgamation of areas of
laud and the holding of large areas
of land. I am opposed to the amal-
gamation of leases over a certain area.
I think it is detrimental to Western
Australia. If the mining leases at Kal-
goorlie were amalgamated; to a large
extent I think it would dispense with a
large number of men and it would mean
a large loss in wages.

Ma. THoDmAS: YOU would not allow
them to economiseP

&In. BATH: I would allow them to
economuise to a certain extent, within a
certain area. But, to-morrow say, we
went, to the southern agricultural areas
and told one man he could take up
20,000 or 30,000 or 40,000 acres, and
even supposing he were to work every
acre of that land, it would mean, instead
of having a large number of families
settled on it and going in for varied
farming, we should have one tman hold-

ing an enormous area, employing a
number of men as they do on the 'western
side of America to-day. There they are
finding that system detrimental; there
they find the system of encouraging closer
settlement the best for the State. We
would find what I may c-all close settle-
ment in mines to the advantage of the
State. There are certain limits to all
things, and I say we should give suffi-
cient mining area to justify the spending
of capital. It is not to the interest of the
State to give too much area and allow
companies to amalgamate a big acreage
of their leases. I would Like to point out-
the difference between the gold-mining
industry and the cultivation of our land.
The member for Coolgardie made a great
point of that. He said that we were
treating the mining industry altogether
differently from the agricultural industry.
I would like to point out this as far as
the agricultural industry is concerned-it
goes on for ever. Those men who go
and occupy the land are adding to the
wealth of the community with every
year's labour, but those on the mines are
every year taking away the wealth of the
community. That wealth is gone never
to return. While we give them permis-
sion to work our mines we must insure
that in the working of those properties
the State gets what it considers an
adequate return for the exploitation
of its natural wealth. The last ques-
tion to which I come is that dealing with
the licenses of gold-buyers. The member
for Coolgardie and I think the Minister
for Mines asked me to point out where
there was anything detrimental to the
interests of the working population of
this State. In the first instance, in
Clause 205 we have the following:-

Except as hereinafter provided, no person
shall buy or sell gold unless the buyer or the
seller is the holder of a gold dealer's license,
and the sale is effected at the registered place
of business of the gold dealer, and under his
personal supervision. Any person acting
contrary to the provisions of this section shall
be guilty of an offence, and liable, on summary
conviction, to a fine not exceeding one
hundred pounds, or to imprisonment not
exceeding six months.

It would be absolutely impossible for
me, if I were desir-ous of selling a speci-
men of gold to another individual, to do
so without getting a license. If 1 did so

Ishould lay myself open to a fine of
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£100. In Clause 228 we have this
provision;

Every person who shall receive gold exceed-
ing the value of twenty pounds from any other
person for safe keeping, transmission, or other.
wise howsoever as a bailee, shall keep a record
in writing of such transaction, and shall, on
demand, produce such record for inspection by
any officer of the Department of Mines, auth-
orised a3 in section two hundred and eighteen.
It would mean that a person could not
even take charge of gold without going to
a, great deal of trouble to record the
transaction. [MR. TroMAs: Hear, hear.]
I wish to know what. special charm
there is about gold that we should
devote so much legislation to it, and
lay ourselves open to the charge
of being practically a erimial com-
munity ? What is there different in
it fromn that of any other commodity
which we deal with in every-day lifeP I
would ask any member of this House
who has looked up the statistics as far as
stealing is concerned, to say whether
there is any undue proportion of gold-
stealing in Western Australia. I regret
that I have not brought the statistics.
If one would look at them he would find
that the convictions for the theft of gold
are infinitesimal in proportion to con-
victions for other kinds of stealing. It
almost looks as if we have degenerated
into worshippers of "1the golden call,"
when we introduce legislation of this
kind.

MR. THOMAs: Your leader said a tenth
part ought to be stolen.

Ma. BATH: The hoa. member knows
that the member for Kanowna made a,
mistake in saying that, and I think it
does not do the hon. member credit to
use that in such a. way as he has done
now.- I say that as far as the gold-
stealing on these fields is concerned, if
instead of being terrorised to the extent
he is by the Chamber of Mines of
Western Australia and the Chamber of
Mines in London, the Minister would in-
struct the detective and police officers on
the goldfields to pay attention to gentlemen
in higherquarters, be would be doing some-
thing to prevent the stealing of gold. In
a mining Bill of this kind it is absolutely
wrong for the Minister for Mines to prac-
tically place upon this community and
upon the gold-mining population of this
State the stigma of criminality which he
is doing in this measure.

THtE MINISTER FOR MINES: Nothing
of the sort.

Ma. B3ATH: I shall do my best to
wipe out some of these clauses, which
savour more of autocracy than of respon-
sible government. In conclusion I can
say that in many respects the Bill is a good
one and at distinct advance on previous
measures of this kind, and I wish to
appeal to members for agricultural in-
dustries to, as far as possible during the
course of the debate on this question,
be present in the Chamber and bear the
argumnents that are adduced hy the
respective parties in this Rouse in favour
of amendments or in favour of clauses of
this Bill, because they must rely on the
information supplied by members for
wining constituencies. for their knowledge
of the provisions of the Bill, and I do
not hope to see a repetition of scenes we
have witnessed in this Assembly in the
past, where members have been in the
refreshment room or outside rooms of the
Assembly and have trooped in here at the
bidding oif Ministers or of the leader of
the Opposition to vote on their respec-
tive sides without knowing what they
were voting about, and having the
audacity afterwards to ask what the
division was about. This is too impurtant
a measure to be treated in that fashion.
It is one that affects the chief, the para-
mount interest in this State, and I say
that every member as far as possible, even
if he is to a certain extent uninterested,
should make himself acquainted with
the arguments adduced by members
before he votes for any provision in the
Bill.

[Ma. HARPER took the Chair.]

Mn. J. EWING (South-West Mining):
I was waitiug for the member for Dundas
(Mir. Thomas) to speak, and I thought
perhaps he was prepared to do so. I
understand the Minister is anxious to
have the second reading of the Bill
passed, and therefore I shall not detain
the House at great length. In connec-
tion with the remarks by the member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans) and other
members of this House, I think it is a
matter of great regret that any p~rson in
this State, whether a capitalist or ab
member of the Labour party, should he
termed a boodler. As far as the member
for Coolgardie him self is concerned, and
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others who are with him, I should Bay
the State owes them a great deal indeed,
and I should be very sorry to accuse
them of being boodflers or anything of
that kind. I think it is a matter of
regret to-day that those engaged in the
gold-mining industry in this State and
those engaged in other industries find it
very difficult to get the capital necessary
to develop their industries. In conne-
tion with the remarks made by the
member for Coolgardie stating his
reasons for this great laxity ont the part
of the British capitalist in sending money
out here, I cannot agree with him that
this fact is due to labour legislation.
For my lpart I fail to see that any labour
legislation at this time is detrimental to
the interests of capital. He cites the
Arbitration and Conciliation Act. As
far as that measure is concerned it was
designed to be used and should be used
for the purpose of enabling disputes on
different points between labour and
capital to be settled. The member for
Hannans (Mr. Bath) in speaking just
now was very fair when he said both
sides are much to blame in connection
with their remarks in regard to the
administration of the Arbitration and
Conciliation Act. I think it is wrong
and highly improper that reflections
should be cast on a board of this
character. Whatever its decisions may
be, whether right or wrong, they are the
decisions of a tribunal appointed by
Parliament, and those adjudicated upon
by that tribunal sbould be absolutely
satisfied and abide by the a ward whether
it is in their favour or against them. As
far as the mining industries in the North-
East portion of this State are concerned,
the award given was in somec instances
particularly high, but it has been proved
to my satisfaction at any rate that it did
not generally raise the rate of wages on
the goldfields. [MR. HASTIE: Lowered
them.] The hon. member for Kanowna
(Mr. Hastie) says it lowered them. In
somec instances the wages may perhaps be
high, That is perhaps the misfortune of
those who invested their capital in such
outlying districts, but they must be pre-
pared to male that sacrifice, because they
cannot expect the labourers to work in
that portion of the State unless they get
some reasonable remuneration for their
labour. The member for Hannans said

that he would not be prepared to allow,
so far as this Bill is concerned, for the
renewal of leases after 21 years. In that
I am not with him, because I consider
the capitalist or leaseholder, or whatever
we may term him, once having invested
his capital in a mine and developed it, 21
years is indeed a short tinie to enable him
to recoup himself for his outlay, for it
may happen that for 10 years at ay rate
of that time he may get no return. It
is well known that there are many mines
in this State at the present time, gold
mines as well as other mines, which are
not paying at all ; therefore a reasonable
time or a security of tenure must be given
to those who invest their capital, other-
wise capitalists will refrain from putting
their money into the mines of the
country. [Interjection.] At the end of
21 years we may hiave a Legislature which
would not be prepared to give to people
what they are really entitled to, and what
would really be ai very valuable con-
cession, which, it may be claimed then,
is the property of the State.

MR. DIAMOND: A person may have to
pay a heavy fee for renewal of a mining
lease.

MR. EWING: At the same time he
may have to pay a royalty on gold. To
refuse to say decidedly that there is to be
a renewal in 21 years' time would, in my
opinion, be absolutely wrong. The con-
ditions of working the property are
matters which are provided for in the
Bill, and which will be adjudicated upon
either by the Minister or his wardens.
The Minister has power at all times
to compel labour conditions to be
carried out upon leases. In connec-
tion with one very important aspect
of the mining industry, one touched
uponl by the member for Cool-
gardie, and one in which I am to a very
great extent interested, the matter of
concentration, as far as gold-mining is
concerned, 96 acres, perhaps, is sufficient;
but with this aspect of the question I
will deal later on, so far as coal-mining is
concerned. In gold-mining, if the Eng-
lish capitalist or any other capitalist has
a property worth working, be will put on
as many men as possible to work it. If
outlying leases are unprofitable and re-
quire that the original lease should be
worked first to determine whether they
are worth working or not, it is possible to)
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allow concentration up to 96 acres, and
allow the lower depths to be proved.
This should have no bearing whatever on
the labour conditions.

MR. TAYLOR: Labour conditions will
not affect a mine.

MRt. EWING: They are very light
indeed, and if the English capitalist
would merely comply with the labour
conditions, there would be a very small
population in Kalgoorlie at the present
time. I desire to congratulate the Minis-
ter upon the very lucid manner in which
he introduced the Bill, and also to say
that, though it generally meets with my
approval, there are instances in which it
can be improved, which to a certain
extent touch upon the industries of which
I have some knowledge. He has told us
a very gratifying tale of the prosperity
of the mining industry, and of the
wonderful deposits of iron ore, tin ore,
and of other minerals successfully ex-
ploited in the State at the present time. I
hope that his forecast of the great progress
to he made generally in mining will be
realised. For my own part Ibelieve it will.
But it cannot be denied that a great deal
has to be dune by this Parliament, and
by this State generally, before the indus-
tries from one end of the State to the
other can be exploited in the necessary
manner. We are all aware of the great
magnitude of the gold-mining industry,
so it is quite unnecessary for me to detail
figures with regard to it. Members re-
presenting the gold-mining industry, and
those who have represented it, are far
more conversant with its figures than
myself. Suffice it to say that, ss a repre-
sentative of a partly mineral and partly
agriczultural district, I rejoice at the great
development of our gold-mining industry;
but I will endeavour to enlist the sym-
pathy of members to a certain extent.
The Minister has laid great stress, which
is right and. proper, upon the gold-mining
industry, but, in my opinion, he has
forgotten to speak, as he should speak,
with regard to the other mining indus-
tries. [Ma. HASTIE: Coal ?] It is right
for me to speak of coal as I represent the
only coal-mining industry in the State.
We hope in the future that the building
of the Pilbarra railway in some shape or
form, which seems likely, will lead to tin-
inming in this State receiving a great

impetus. The amount of tin produced

in this State is something like a quarter
of a4 million. From the Greenbushes
portion of the State, which I represent,
there has been in value derived £2174,000
worth of tin. rilbarra has produced
£50,000 worth. Of course we are told by
the members for Coolgardie and Pilbarra
that there is great wealth, as far as tin is
concerned, in the North-West, but, as far
as the South-West is concerned, up to the
present Greenbushes exceeds anything yet
found or mined in the North-West. This
may, of course, be owingto thegeographical
position of Greenbushes and tothefact that
the ore can be easily mined, which is the
advantage of Greenbushes over Pilbarra.
Dealing with the tin-mining industry, I
would like to draw the attention of the
Minister to the fact that, in my opinion,
sufficient attention has not been paid to
the industry at Greenbushes, and some day
in the near future I hope the services of
the State Mining Engineer will be brought
into requisition, so that he can give his
opinion as to the existence or n on-exist-
ence of lodes in that district. We are all
aware that there is aL large amount of tin
at Greenbushes, and we hope that, in the
near future, we will find lodes which will
give tin-mining the permanency we hope
for it.

MR. DIAetONn Is all the ground taken
up?

MR. EWING: Yes; most of it.
Mn. DIAMOND: Then why do not the

people do it themselves ?
Mna. EWING:- We want some assist-

ance.
Ma. DIAMOND: You want the State to

do it?
MR. EWING: No; we do not want

that. The Government Geologist has
not reported favourably on the existence
of lodes at Greenbushes. Perhaps a
future report may give greater encourage-
ment to the people at Greenbushes to
farther prospect for the lodes which, I
believe, exist there. Another industry,
which I represent in this Rouse, is the
coal-mining industry, and, in that con-
nection, T wish to enlist, as far as
Possible, the sympathies of members of
the House, an~d to ask the Minister to'
consider certain matters I place before
him, and in which I think this measure
may do something for that growing
industry. I would like to sy somie-
thing on the growth of this industry.
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The amount of capital expended on the
Collie coalfield has been £190,000-
money which has been expended chiefly
from capital brought out from the old
country. I do not say that money has been
expended altogether in a judicious man-
ner, but the fact remains that the money
has been expended. Those in the ol
country, who haveput agood deal of money
into the field, have not, in my opinion,
received the reward they should have
received; but I hope in th near fuature,
with the expenditure of a little more
capital, the 'y will receive it. Members
should consider the large amount of
money spent in exploiting coal mines in
Western Australia. Very few members
in this House had any idea. that a sum
of nearly £ 200,000 has been expended
on the coal-mining industry at Collie.
The Government spent some money in
the early days, but this money has been
absolutely spent in exploiting the field.

MR. DIAMOND: A large amount has
been taken out of the field in the shape
of coal.

MR. EWING: No; it is outside that
altogether. One English company* , the
Collie Boulder, spent £30,000, and, I
regret to say, they have not Teceived
back more than £1,000 from the sale of
coal. This represents about one-sixth of
the capital that has been spent on the
field. I do not speak of Mr. IDeakin,
who, in the early days of the field, did a
great deal to develop the Collie.

MR. MORAN: And pnt capital into it.
MR. EWING: He may not have had

the money himself, but he found the
capital for the field. I believe the West
Australian Bank found the money.

MR. DIAMOND: This information
should be published. I only ask for
information.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: This does
not affect the Bill.

MR. EWING: I am only drawing
attention to the importance of the in-
dustry. I do not wish to weary members
at this late hour. It is not often that
the opportuity comes along for me to lay
these facts before them.

MR. MORAN : With a full House.
MR. EWING: In that connection I

am as fortunate as others who have pre-
ceded me.

MR. JOHNsoN: This small House is
disgraceful.

Mu. EWING: Those who have not
thought it worth while to be in their
places to-night have lost a great oppor-
tunity of adding to their education.

MR. JOHNSON: They take no interest
in the goldfields.

MR. EWING: I would not say that.
I think, they take a great deal of interest
in them. I think every agricultural
member in this House is anxious to do as
much as lie can for the goldfields. At
the same time, he thinks this legislation
does not affect him;i but, really, all
the legislation that comes before the
Assembly, whether for the goldfields, for
agriculture, or whatever it is for, is in the
custody of every member of the House;
and, therefore, he should not discriminate
as to whom he should listen to, as long as
by listening be can improve his education
and advance the interests of the State.
The Minister, in dealing with this Bill,
laid great stress on gold-mining. Per-
haps it overshadows to a great extent the
other interests of the State, so that it
is only natural that he should do so. I
notice in Clause 31 it states that all
minerals found within the four corners of
a lease shall be the absolute property of
the holder. I am not altogether sure
this is correct, and I am prepared to give
it farther consideration, and make op my
mind in Committee whether it is right or
wrong.

MR. TAYLOR: We will convince you on
that.

MR. EWING: Perhaps I may be con-
vinced before the bell. gentleman starts
to talk. Clause 49 deals with deep
,alluvial and wet ground being leased.
This is a very good idea with regard to
tin-mining, and the Minister must have
had tin-mining in his mind when framing
the Bill. It is very difficult for the
Minister, or for those who drafted this
Bill, to consolidate the mining laws of
this State, and deal with gold-minling,
coal-minling, and minerals of every other
description; and in that connection the
drafting of the Bill has to a certain extent
failed. Perhaps it is because of this and
the general difficulty of dealing with three
not altogether similar industries that
failure has resulted. The Minister, speak-
ing of concentration and of his proposal
to grant only 96 acres on the goldfields,
said it was not his intention to interfere
with anything done in the past or with
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any established right in connection with
concentration already allowed.

Tas MINISTER FOR MINES: I spoke
of amalgamation, not concentration.
Amalgamation is for the term of the
leases.

Ma. EWING: I understand that in

ertaine portions of the State large areas
have been amalgamated, areas larger
than it is anticipated will be amalga-
mated under this Bill. I am glad to
learn that it is not the Minister's inten-
tion to pass restrictive legislation; and
this brings me to a point I wish- to deal
with fairly, though I way not have the
sympathy of the member for Mount
Margaret (Mr. Taylor). I refer to the
coal-mining industry. It has been said
this industry was very liberally treated
in the past. Mine-owners have been
allowed to take up large areas, and per-
haps areas which the member for Mount
Margaret would call sheep runs. But
upon those sheep runs much capital has
been expended. As to those holdings, I
should like to say that thle coal companies
now existing on the Collie coalfield are
limite companies, and were formed for
the purpose of acquiring ,certain prop~er.
ties. They have acquired those proper-
ties; and having worked them as they
have worked them so far, it is a question
whether they cannot resist any severance
of their properties, or the taking away
from their shareholders what they sup-
posed they would receive when they
invested their money.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: The special
license is still in the Bill.

MR. EWING: Yes; but in Clause 88
the Minister provides for the amalgama-
tion of two or more coal-mining leases,
the property of the same lessee, and the
aggregate area of which does not exceed
2,560 acres, or where the seam is at
a depth exceeding 1,000 feet, 5,120
acres. As regards Collie, that clause
rather stultifies itself, for there is not a
property at Collie which has not proved
coal at a depth of 1,000 feet; therefore
most of the properties will get under the
Bill the area they at present hold, which
is 5,000 acres. When in committee I
must move an amendment to the effect
that this provision shall not appl 'y in any
way to properties already acquired; and
I think that will be fair and reasonable.
I would remind members that coal has

not a standard value like gold. The
value of coal is continually fluctuating;
it may be worth 10s. to-day and I~s.
to-morrow. Therefore it is impossible
to apply to coal mining conditions appli-
cable to gold mining.

MR. DIAMrOND: Coal has a standard
value in this State. A board of arbitra-
tors fixed its price.

MR. EWING: That has all been done
away with. The hon. member refers to
a time when the Government thought fit
to fix 13s. as the price of coal. That has
been altered, and competition has resulted
in coal being sold at a fair and reasonable
price.

MR. DIAMOND: At a lower price than
the former; but there is a fixed price now.

MR. EWING: The hon. member is
mistaken. However, as the Minister has
the special license still included in the
Bill, he has the power to enforce the
]abour conditions should he think fit.
He has simply to say that a certain
number of men must be employed, and
he can enforce his command. The colliery
owner can put 3,000 men into acolliery,
and can work it at a less expense and
more expeditiously than if there were two
collieries on one property; therefore we
should not limit the present holding at
all events. When the Minister considers
it fair and reasonable to increase the
labour conditions, he is entitled to do so,
and the lessees must comply. I think
that will overcome the whole difficulty,
and I congratulate him for inserting a
clause which will enable it to be overcome.
I and others concerned in the develop-
ment of the coal industr y will be happy
to put on an extra 100 or 500 men if we
can find a sale for the coal. I am glad
to see some Ministers present at this
moment, because I should like to point
out to them a very serious matter, a
matter that is not perhaps known to the
House, or to the public, who have for
some time past decried the coal industry.
That misapprehension has to a great
extent been overcome. To-day the people
of Perth and suburbs are showing greater
faith in the industry, and are purchasing
the coal, and business is much more
flourishin than it has ever been.

Ma. DACLISH: The price is more
reasonable.

MR. EWING: And I hope it will be
still farther decreased. My desire is to
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come down to bedrock, so that people will
buy the local coal to the exclusion of the
imported article; and the example should
be set by the Government, who should in
every possible way encourage an industry
which means so much to the State. But
instead of the encouragement which we
have the right to expect, what do we find
in the Railway Department P I amr not
speaking particularly of the present Gov-
ernment: I speak of the prejudice which
still remains in the minds of those who
administer the railways. I shall not be
personal; I shall not charge anybody
with improper motives. But it is a. pity
that those who supervise the fuel supply
of our railways do not encourage the use
of local coal. I hope the time is not far
distant when a more favourable view will
he taken of our product, and when it will
be used to the exclusion of fuel from
any other part of the world. I am a
Federalist; but charity begins at home.
Our local coal canl be used exclusively on
the railways, to the lasting advantage of
the public, and to the benefit of the
exchequer. I have pointed out the future
value of the coal industry to the Slate,
and will show what it returns to the
State even now. The rent upon the
leases now held at Collie amounts, at 6d.
per acre, to £.760 per year. There are
about 30,000 acres of land under lease.

M&. THOMAS: And 30,000 acres of
gold-mining leases would return £,30,000.

Mn. EWING:- I will give the hon.
member the rest of my figures. He
must not jump at conclusions. The pre-
sent royalty is 3d. per ton for the first
10 years, and after that period 6d. per
ton. The latter rate I think members
will consider pretty high.-Mn. THOMAS:-
Exorbitant] -and in Committee I shall
ask that wve eliminate the provision for a
6d. royalty, and leave the royalty for ever
at 3d., which I think reasonable. Again,
a seam of coal one foot in thickness will
produce 1,000 tons per acre. In some
instances leases now being worked at
Collie are working eight-foot seams; but
mn working, say, a six-foot seam oft that
basis, 6,000 tons of coal per acre would
be produced. If 33 per cent. of the coal
is used, as it is under the present system,
for pillars and for generally supporting
the mine, the output is 4,000 tons from
every acre. And 4,000 tons at 3d. per
ton means £60; therefore, for every acre

of land mined in this State by the
colliery owners the State is the better
by £50.

Mn& TAYLOR: But all the coal is
gone.

31.. EWING:- If I went into figures,
I could absolutely frlighten the lion, mem-
ber. I have already said in this House
that there are 600 million tons of coal at
Collie. As we go down, we strike seam
after seam. I am speaking of one seanm
only, on the supposition that the three
collieries are working only one seam, and
that a small Seam. It must be apparent
that this industry is, in a monetary sense
at all events, a valuable State asset. To
show what the State has derived from it,
I may say that till the end of June last
about 500,000 tons of coal has been pro-
duced. In the early days, the Wallsend
lease paid 6d. a ton royalty on coal
raised. Of the 500,000 tons, 300,000
have paid the 6d. royalty and 200,000
the 3d. royalty, making a total pay-
ment to the Treasury, in royvalty
alone, of £10,000 from the small
and much decried coal-mining industry.
The value of that coal in round figures is
something like £e270,000. The present
output is 12,600 tons a month, gradually
increasing, and in royalty alone that
gives £160 per month, or an annual
income of £21,R00 to the Government. It
goes without saying that is a matter
of great importance to the State, and I
venture to say if the industry progresses
as I hope it will progress, and I believe

Ievery member hopes it will progress, it
will be found the amount of money
derived from royalty will be of very
great advantage to the State. I would
like to refer just for a moment to one
small matter which seems to be very
inconsistent on the part of the Govern-
ment as far as the coal-mining industry
is conicerned, Recenltly a steamer was
chartered to run from Fremantle to
Geraldton, receiving a bonus of £65,600
per annum. I think it is the " Julia
Percy." On looking through the agree-
ment the other day I found that the
Government baye undertaken to supply
Newcastle coal for the people running
this ste-amer at cost price. I fail to see
that is in any way helping the coal-
mining industry of this State.

MnL. MoRAics It is the Treasurer's
fault.

(A.SSEISLBLY.] Secaudireading.
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MR. EWING: If the Treasurer is
responsible for that, it is absolutely
wrong. However, I feel sure it is an
oversight, and instead of encouraging the
use of Newcastle coal to that extent, an
opportunity should be given of demon-
strating whether or not Collie coal can
be used successfully for marine pur-
poses.

MR. TAYLOR: That cannot burn the
farmers out.

Mu. EWING: That is part of the
contract, and I am sure it is only an
oversig~ht, and that the Government will
be able yet to induce the owners of the
steamer to use Collie coal, and will effect
a very big saving. I would like to refer, in
conclusion, to one particular clause which
must have escaped the attention of the
Minister as far as the Collie mining
industry is concerned. Looking through
the Minister's remarks. I notice he said
that this clause referred generally to
Kalgoorlie and the thickly populated
portions of the goldfields.

THE MINISTER FOR MINS: Which
clause is that?

MR. EWING: It is Clause 111, with
regard to resumptions, and it Says;

When tbe aggregate area of twvo or more
adjoining mining leases, owned by the same
lessee and worked as one mine, or the are of
any mineral lease exceeds forty-eight acres,
any portion of the surface in excess of forty-
eight acres may be resumed by the Governor
without compensation to the lessee for rei-
dential or other purposes except mining.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: That is
meant to deal wholly with the gold-
mining industry.

Ma. EWING: That is the point I was
going to mention to the Minister. It
would be absolutely ruinous to the coal-
mining industry if the clause were carried
out, and I am glad I have mentioned
this point to the Minister, so that
some provision can he made in the
Bill to deal with the coal-wining in-
dustry.

Tue MINISTER FOR MINES: We Must
alter it a l ittle bit for the coal-mining
industry.

MR. EWING: The reason I wish it
altered is that if this becomes law as far
as coal-mining is concerned, it will affect
that most prejudicially. One essential
feature of coal-mining is timber, and it
is absolutely necessary that all timber

on leases should be conserved as far
as possible for coal-mining purposes.
If selectors are allowed to go on
to coal-mining leases and settle down,
the timber iu a very short time will
be destroyed. The Minister knows
this as well as I do. There are large
areas of land on the coal leases which
are not covered with timber and selectors
could not do much ham by settling
there. It is my wish that such land
should be settled as soon as possible.
But a clause should be inserted to deal
with the coal-mining industry, as this is a
serious matter. In Committee I have a
few amendments to move, unless the
Minister rectifies the matters I have
referred to and which will have a pre-
judicial bifect on the coal industry. If
the matters are not rectified I shall find
it necessary to move amendments. I
am pleased this Bill has come before the
House. I am perfectly satisfied that we
have in the Minister for Mines one who
will deal fairly with both sides, and will
aodminister the Bill fairly. In the past
the Minister has administered the Gold-
fields Act and the Mineral Lands Act
satisfactorily. The Minister and his
officers have been at great pains in
drafting this Bill. It is a measure of
great magnitude, and when thrashed out,
will reflect greatly to the credit of legis-
lation in Western Australia. I hope the
time has arrived when capital and labour
will recognise that one cannot very well
exist without the other. I am always
prepared to support any reasonable legis-
lation for the benefit and uplifting of
humanity. All are prepared to do that
and not to go to excess so as to injure
any class to the detriment of Western
Australia. We want a fair deal for both
sides. I myself have been instrumental
in passing legislation in connection with
the coal-mining industry, which is liberal
so far as labour is concerned. There is
no more liberal legislation in the world
than that which we have to-day in regard
to coal mining; and in referring to that
all I have to say is that althbough I was
instrumental in passing that Act, it was
done in the best interests of all concerned,
yet it is my duty to see that no infringe-
mnent, is made on those who invest capital
on our fields, and I shall endeavour, as
far as I can, to do may duty in regard to
this industry.
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On motion by Ar. Thons, debate
adjourned,

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 10-40 o'clock,

until the next Tuesday,

Lrgistatibr our(
Tuesday, 15th September, 1903.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at

4130 clock, p~m.

PRAYE.RS.

ELECTION RETUR&, METROPOLITAN-
SUB-URBAN PROVINCE.

Tnu PRESIDENT announced the return
of writ issued for election to the seat for
the Metropolitan- Suburban Province,
vacant by the death of Ron. B. C,
Wood; and that Mr. Zebina Lane had
been duly elected.

Ron. Z. LANE, having been introduced,
took the oath and subscribed the roll.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the CoLouI&-L S ECRETARY:- A nnual

Report of Governors of the Hfigh School.
Annual Report of Committee of the
Victorian Public Library. Interim Report
of the operations of the Agricultural
Bank for year ended 30th June, 1903.
By-laws of Boulder municipality. An-
nal Report of Commissioner of Police,

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION-GIAOLER AT GERALDTON.
SIR EDWARD WITTENOOM (for

Hon. 3. MW. Drew) asked the Colonial
Secretary: i, What was the term of
service in the Prisons Department of the
present Geraldton gaoler prior to his ap-
pointment to the latter position. 2, How
many prison officials were there at the
time of this officer's appointment who
had to their cedit a longer term of service
with the department, either as warders
or gaolers, and to whom the appointment
would have meant promotion. 3, Was
the position offered to any of these
officers.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY re-
plied: t, Seven years. a, Two, of whom
one had but three months' longer service.
Mr. Compton, however, was the superior
in rank to both. 3, No. Gaoler Comp-
ton was transferred to Geraldton from
Derby on the closing of that prison iu
September last.

RETURN-ROADS BOA-RD RATING.
On motion by Hou. C. A. PIEssE,

ordered: That a return be laid on the
table of the House giving the names of
the road boards that have rated them-
selves under the provisions of the Roads
Act, 1902, such return to show the system
of rating adopted by each board, and the
amount of rate fixed for collection,

MOTION-AGRICULTURAL & PASTORAL
SETTLEMENT, GREAT SOUTHERN
DISTRICT.

Debate resumed from 9th September
on the following motion by How. C. A.
PIESSE: [, That with a view to the farther
extension of agricultural and pastoral
interests, the country east of the Great
Southern Railway should be at once
examined and reported upon by a corn-
petent officer of the Lands Department,
and that such examination and report
should embrace all land west of the
rabbit-proof fence lately erected from
Burracoppin, on the Kalgoorlie railway,
to Starvation Harbour, and thence along
the coast to Albany. 2, That in the
interest of mining, an officer of that

Idepartment should accomapany the party.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

W. Kingsmill) : Since the last sitting
the Minister for Lands informed him
that the Lands Department would comply

[COUNCIL.] Settkwwni, to extend.


